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A word from editor

A
s the yeAr 2015 dawns, SP Guide Publications completes 50 years of 
glorious service and steps confidently into its 51st year with greater resolve 
and confidence to attain new heights in quality. In the meantime, over 200 
days have gone by since the Modi Government came into power; but the 
nation continues to wait anxiously for the changes promised during the elec-

tion campaign to be visible on the ground. The anxiety for change extends to the stake-
holders of the Indian civil aviation industry as well. The areas that were expected to receive 
immediate attention of the Ministry of Civil Aviation are creation of airport infrastructure, 
lowering of taxes on aviation turbine fuel, expansion of regional connectivity and introduc-
tion of online regulatory management. It needs to be understood that while there may be a 
desire for change, it will take time for results to be visible on the ground. The government 
has plans to build 200 low-cost airports across the country of which 50 locations have 
been identified in the first phase. The government has already circulated a draft Civil Avia-
tion Policy inviting comments from all the stakeholders. The new policy is expected to be 
implemented by March 2015 hopefully with the inadequacies duly rectified. Another major 
step in the offing is the creation of a more empowered and autonomous Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA) to replace the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA). This issue of 
SP’s AirBuz has a coverage of both low-cost airports and the CAA.

Another area that badly needs reforms is the regulatory mechanism that has an 
archaic licensing system for pilots. The colonial philosophy embedded in the regulations 
has been inherited by the DGCA that is the sole authority with immense discretionary and 
overriding powers. Captain Ajit Agtey, a veteran of the airline industry, has highlighted the 
ills that plague the pilot licensing system in India and the reforms needed.

While the nation waits patiently for change, the civil aviation sector has been some-
what traumatised by the distress that one of the more successful budget carriers SpiceJet 
has descended into. One immediate fallout of the SpiceJet crisis is that the Government is 
contemplating introduction of a mechanism to regulate fares. On the table is a proposal 
to impose a cap the maximum fare to any destination for economy class passengers at 
`20,000. However, the minimum fare will depend on the breakeven cost of each airline. 
There will be no cap on business class fares.

Arindam Mallik from Air Costa has focused on the Bilateral Air Service Agreements 
which need a relook.  He is of the view that it is high time the government proactively opti-
mises and devises feasible Route Dispersal Guidelines. In this issue, we have a round-up 
of civil aviation in 2014, picking on some of the key events that grabbed headlines includ-
ing the start of two new airlines in India – AirAsia India and Vistara. In another article, R. 
Chandrakanth points out how the business aviation industry is central to the growth of the 
Middle East region, while reporting on the success of MEBA 2014. We also have an article 
on CFM LEAP engines which offer substantial savings to an airline in terms of fuel costs. 

Wishing our readers a Happy New Year!
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Earlier, Buffet had admitted it was 
one of his few indulgences. Subse-
quently, what elevated the business jet 
from a luxury toy to what is increas-
ingly seen as a vital corporate tool? In 
the US, hundreds of Fortune 500 com-
panies now flaunt their own aircraft, 
with companies arguing that this vital 
conveyance saves time and boosts pro-
ductivity. A recent CNN report quotedNewsBriefs
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(  industry news

Boeing ClinChes $6-Billion Deal  
with air China

In December 2014, Boeing struck a deal with 
the Chinese national carrier, Air China, for 
the sale of 60 Boeing 737 aircraft, valued at 
over $6 billion. The deal includes Boeing’s 
Next Generation 737s and its newest 737 
Max air planes. Boeing 737 Max is the new-
est family of single-aisle airplanes build on 
Next Gen’s popularity and reliability while 
delivering unsurpassed fuel efficiency with 
more advanced engines and winglets.

The aircraft will be delivered in the 
period from 2016 to 2020. Air China is one 
of the largest operators of the Boeing 737 
platform in China. The airline has received 
all of its 20 Boeing 777-300ERs ordered in 
the last three years. In September 2014, 
Boeing delivered Air China’s first of the eight 
747-8 Intercontinental Jumbos on order, 
for the first time in Asia. Air China also has 
15 Boeing 787-9s on order. The company’s 
order book for the year 2014 for commercial 
aircraft as of December 16, 2014, stands at 
1,317 airplanes of which 1,019 are from the 
popular Boeing 737 family. The total orders 
are 2.8 per cent lower compared to orders 
placed last year which stood at 1,355.

approval for sia-airBus Jv

The proposed joint venture by Singapore 
Airlines with Airbus Services Asia Pacific, 
to provide flight pilot training services, 
has received the green signal from the 
Competition Commission of India (CCI). 
The proposal involves formation of a joint 
venture company to be called Airbus Asia 

Training Centre (AATC), to provide flight pi-
lot training services on full flight simulators 
(FFS) for the Airbus aircraft belonging to the 
A320, A330, A350XWB and A380 family and 
certain other types of Airbus aircraft.

Airbus Group, which does not have any 
flight pilot training centre in India, provides 
such services through its arrangement with 
FFS providers like CAE, Bengaluru and 
InterGlobe-CAE. In AATC, Airbus Services 
Asia, part of the French aerospace major 
Airbus, will have 55 per cent stake while 45 
per cent will be with Singapore Airlines.

emBraer Delivers 1100th e-Jet to 
aeromexiCo

Early December 2014, the renowned aircraft 
manufacturer Embraer of Brazil, delivered 
the 1,100th E-Jet production aircraft to 
Aeromexico at a ceremony held at the 
Benito Juárez International Airport in 
Mexico City. The aircraft, an E190 bearing 
the registration XA-GAW, is also the 200th 
aircraft from the E-Jet family flying in Latin 
America. Aeromexico operates a fleet of 62 
Embraer aircraft through its regional brand, 
Aeromexico Connect. The fleet consists of 
27 E190, six E170, three E175 and 26 ERJ 145 
aircraft. Paulo Cesar Silva, President and 
CEO, Embraer Commercial Aviation, said, 
“In the same year that we are celebrating 
the E-Jets’ tenth anniversary of operations 
worldwide. We are immensely proud to 
be recognising yet another milestone that 
this versatile family of aircraft has now 
achieved. As one of Embraer’s largest opera-
tors, it is only fitting that Aeromexico is the 
recipient of the 200th E-Jet on the Latin 
American continent as well as the 1,100th 
E-Jet worldwide.”

(  Airline news

new airlines in 2015
While existing domestic carriers continue to 
bleed, a number of new carriers are expect-
ed to be launched in 2015. The first will be 
Air Pegasus, promoted by Bengaluru-based 

ground-handling 
firm Deccor Avia-
tion. The Manag-
ing Director of Air 
Pegasus Shyson Thomas said the airline 
would commence services in the near future 
on regional routes in South India. However, 
the airline is yet to receive a permit from 
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation. 
Air Pegasus received NOC from the Ministry 
of Civil Aviation in 2012, but was unable to 
lease aircraft following the uncertainties 
in the aircraft leasing market in the wake 
of the shutdown of Kingfisher Airlines. 
The new airline has now taken on lease a 
70-seater ATR-72. Air One, an Indian charter 
company, plans to finalise its aircraft leases 
by next month, while Flyeasy, a Bengaluru-
based regional airline, has begun hiring 
pilots and engineers for its proposed fleet 
of Embraer jets. Premier Airways headed by 
NRI engineer Umapathy Pinaghapani is to 
launch by mid-2015.

Air One and Premier Airways are among 
the six companies that received NOCs 
from the Ministry of Civil Aviation earlier 
in 2014. Flyeasy, promoted by ABC Aviation 
& Training, received its clearance prior to 
2014. In all, 16 companies have been issued 
NOC to start scheduled airlines since 2009. 
Only two, Air Costa and AirAsia India , have 
started operations. Vistara is to launch 
services in January 2015.

performanCe of inDian Carriers 2014
IndiGo Airlines continued to retain its lead-
ership position in domestic skies with 31.7 
per cent market share in May 2014, but its 
loads have been showing a declining trend 
in first five months in comparison to same 
period last year. In comparison Air India is 
showing growth in its occupancy on a year-
on-year basis. IndiGo retained number one 
spot amongst domestic airlines followed 
by Jet Airways which secured 21 per cent 
share and Air India with 18.6 per cent share. 
IndiGo which is adding capacity as per data 
from Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
shows only IndiGo and GoAir have added to 
their market share since January 2014 at the 
expense of others. IndiGo’s share increased 
27.7 per cent in January to 31.7 per cent in 
May and GoAir share rose from 8.4 per cent 
to 9.8 per cent in same period. Market share 
of all other airlines declined. Domestic air 
traffic was up 5.4 per cent in May compared 
to same month last year and airlines car-
ried over six million passengers last month 
compared to 5.7 million passengers last May. 
Domestic airline capacity was up 7.5 per 
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cent on a year-on-year basis and demand 
showed growth. May is usually the peak 
season for travel coinciding with school and 
college holidays.

no privatisation of air inDia as Yet

In his interaction with the media after as-
suming office, the Minister of Civil Aviation 

P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju said he would not 
take any hasty decision on privatisation 
of the national carrier Air India. Raju said 
his government might not honour all the 
commitments made by the previous one 
but would refrain from dissecting decisions 
taken by the earlier regime. Admitting that 
several airlines in the country were under 
severe financial stress, Raju said the govern-
ment of the day would accept suggestions 
from all quarters to see if the situation could 
be corrected. He said he would consult 
the Ministry of Finance regarding the high 
taxation of aviation turbine fuel (ATF). He 
said civil aviation was a major infrastructure 
sector and while there were several issues to 
be addressed, improving safety and connec-
tivity would be a priority. “We will strive to 
create a level playing field for all the players 
and make the aviation sector more people-
oriented.” Raju said he would work towards 
bringing transparency in the functioning of 
the Ministry and decision-making process-
es. Asked about charges of corruption in the 
previous government, Raju said, “We won’t 
protect anyone, neither will we persecute 
anyone. Our effort will be to encourage ef-
ficiency and honesty.”

(  Airline finAnce

iata: falling atf priCes anD airlines 
profitaBilitY in 2015
As per a report by International Air Trans-
port Association (IATA), airlines across the 
world are expected boost their profitability in 
2015 in the wake of reducing price of aviation 
turbine fuel (ATF). Oil prices have fallen over 
40 per cent in the last six months of 2014 and 
the downtrend is expected to continue into 
2015. The cumulative net profit estimate of 
airlines in 2014 has been raised to $19.9 bil-
lion from $18 billion in June, and is forecast to 
rise another 26 per cent to $25 billion in 2015.

“Lower oil prices and stronger world-
wide GDP growth are the main drivers 
behind the improved profitability,” the 
IATA report said. IATA’s Director General 
and CEO Tony Tyler stated, “The global 
economy continues to recover and the fall 
in oil prices should strengthen the upturn 
next year. While we see airlines making $25 
billion in 2015, it is important to remember 
that this is still just a 3.2 per cent net profit 
margin.'' The airline body said airlines were 
expected to spend a major chunk of their 
profits into purchase of newer and more fuel 
efficient aircraft.

airline inDustrY Battling high Costs
The Ministry of Civil Aviation is expected to 
approach the Ministry of Finance to accord 
‘Infrastructure Status’ to the airline sector 
that is battling high operating costs. “This 
would help airlines raise the much required 
capital for sustaining operations,” said an 
unnamed Ministry official.

According to the Centre for Asia Pacific 
Aviation, Indian carriers are set to lose 
a total of $1.3 billion to $1.4 billion this 
financial year, as compared to $1.7 billion 
in 2013-14. In the past seven years, cumula-
tive losses have been $10.6 billion. IndGo is 
the only airline to have maintained a steady 
profit and the others need a total of $1.6 
billion in funding this year to sustain their 
business models. For the year ended March 
2014, the top five domestic airlines reported 
a combined loss of `9,738 crore, a rise of 85 
per cent from the `5,276 crore the previous 
year. But for IndiGo and GoAir’s combined 
net profit of `322 crore, this total of losses 
would have been `10,060 crore. And, more 
than half the overall loss was incurred by 
the national carrier Air India.

priCe war in the inDustrY 
Full-service carriers have expressed 
concerns about the financial health of the 
domestic aviation industry on account of 
frequent flash sales announced by budget 
carriers. The Ministry of Civil Aviation 
has decided to monitor discount schemes 
announced by domestic airlines and curb 
predatory pricing. An official in the Ministry 
said, “The airline industry is already bur-
dened with heavy losses and we are looking 
at ways to ensure Indian carriers do not go 
bust on account of the practices that are 
being following.” 

The industry has seen a spate of dis-
count offers since January, most by SpiceJet. 
The frequent flash sales have forced others 
to lower fares to remain competitive. Over-
all, the domestic air traffic too went up 9.75 
per cent to 49.2 million passengers between 
January and September against 4.4 per cent 
in 2013. But margins of all domestic carriers 
remain under pressure.

(  Business AViAtiOn

easa CertifiCation for emBraer 
legaCY 500
The European Aviation Safety Agency 
(EASA) has granted certification for 
Embraer’s latest business jet, the Legacy 

mro latin ameriCa
13–14 January, 2015
Buenos Aires, Argentina
http://mrolatinamerica.aviationweek.
com/la15/public/enter.aspx

airCraft interiors miDDle east
2–3 February, 2015
Dubai World Trade Center, Dubai, UAE
www.aime.aero

nBaa sCheDulers & DispatChers 
ConferenCe
3–6 February, 2015
San Jose McEnery Convention Center, 
San Jose, California, USA
www.nbaa.org/events/sdc/2015

aBu DhaBi air expo
8–10 February, 2015
Al Bateen Executive Airport,  
Abu Dhabi, UAE
www.abudhabiairexpo.com/aviation-expo

aero inDia
18–22 February, 2015
Air Force Station, Yelahanka,  
Bengaluru, India
www.aeroindia.in

nBaa regional forum
19 February, 2015 
Palm Beach International Airport (PBI), 
West Palm Beach, Florida, USA
http://www.nbaa.org/events/forums/2015PBI

hai heli-expo
2–5 March, 2015
Orange County Convention Center, 
Orlando, USA
http://heliexpo.rotor.org
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500. The Legacy 500 received certification 
from Brazil’s Agência Nacional de Aviação 
Civil (ANAC) in August 2014 and from the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) two 
months later in October. The aircraft will 
now be able to operate in Europe, Brazil, 
United States and in countries that require 
EASA or FAA certification.

As per Marco Túlio Pellegrini, President 
and CEO, Embraer Executive Jets, “EASA’s 
certification is a very important achieve-
ment for the Legacy 500, which is introduc-
ing advanced technologies and superior 
comfort in the midsize class. The approval of 
this revolutionary aircraft is a testament to 
our commitment to deliver true innovation 
to the market. This certificate demonstrates 
the excellent safety performance of Embraer 
aircraft and the outstanding cooperation 
spirit which is in place between EASA, the 
Brazilian Airworthiness Authority ANAC and 
Embraer, making excellent use of the EU/
Brazil Bilateral Aviation Safety Agreement.”

(  infrAstructure

airport at navi mumBai
City and Industrial Development Corpora-
tion (CIDCO), a Maharashtra Government 
undertaking and the nodal agency for the 
Navi Mumbai airport project, has crossed 
yet another hurdle with the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation having obtained clearance for its plea 
for ‘share till’ approach for the Navi Mumbai 
airport like Delhi and Mumbai airports. ‘Share 
till’ means part of the revenue generated from 
non-aeronautical facilities will also be used for 
compensating airport passengers. With this, 
the project will become competitive. CIDCO 
now hopes to get competitive bids. This was 
one of the issues about which bidders had 
sought clarification from CIDCO. Maharashtra 
Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis had person-
ally spoken to Civil Aviation Minister Ashok 
Gajapathi Raju seeking approval in this regard. 
CIDCO has extended the time for submission 
of request for qualification (bids) to the third 
week of January. No further extension is likely 
to be granted. Tata Realty and Infrastructure, 
Zurich Airport, Ferrovial, MIAL, SREI Infra-
structure, Samsung C&T, IL&FS, GMR Group, 
Shakat Aviation, Walnut Aviation, ESSEL In-
frastructure and Vinci Concessions India had 
shown interest in project development. The 
project requires 2,268 hectares out of which 
1,160 hectares will be used for aeronautical 
purposes. CIDCO is currently in the process of 
acquiring land for the airport project.

(  Air cArGO

DeDiCateD air Cargo serviCe for 
northeast region
Although there is huge movement of goods 
to and from the Northeast at present, there 
is no daily dedicated cargo airline service for 
the region. At present, cargo from the region 
is carried in the baggage hold of passenger 
aircraft which handle about 20 tonnes of 
cargo every day. Quite often, traders are 
forced to delay the movement of their cargo 
due to unavailability of space in passenger 
aircraft. The landlocked Northeast region of 
the country is expected to get a dedicated air 
cargo service soon to cater to the business 
community’s needs for fast movement of 
goods. Mumbai-based Slovakia Aviation Ser-
vices has said recently that it would launch 
a dedicated cargo airline service to cater to 
all major airports of the Northeastern states 
from February 2015. At present, the region 
has 23 airports, among which 12 are non-
operational. The company plans to use an 
ATR-72 aircraft, which can carry eight tonnes 
of cargo and fly to all major airports of the 
region such as Guwahati, Agartala, Imphal, 
Aizawl and Dimapur. The air cargo service 
would be based out of Kolkata as aviation 
engineering facilities are available there.

Bengaluru airport - iata e-freight 
Compliant
Bengaluru’s Kempegowda International 
Airport has been rated an International 
Air Transport Association (IATA) e-freight 
compliant airport for air cargo operations. 
The airport is the first in India to achieve the 
compliance with the operationalisation and 
implementation of the e-freight process initi-
ated by IATA. As part of its ‘simplifying the 
business’ initiative launched in 2004, IATA 
first commenced implementing this innova-
tion with the passenger handling segment 
which has seen the emergence of e-tickets, 
electronic bar-coded boarding passes, etc. 

In 2006, IATA facilitated the launch 
of the e-freight initiative along with the 
endorsement of the members of the Global 
Air Cargo Advisory Group. This initiative 
aims to minimise and then eliminate the 
vast quantities of documentation and paper 
work the air cargo industry relies on today 
to support air freight. An average air cargo 
shipment generates up to 30 different paper 
documents in multiple copies, resulting in 
increased shipment processing times and 
costs. The e-freight compliance involves 
air carriers, freight forwarders, ground 

DireCtor general of Civil aviation
The Central Government has appointed 
M. Sathiyavathy as  the Director General of 
Civil Aviation in place of  Prabhat Kumar.

airBus group
The Board of Directors of Airbus Group 
has approved the following top manage-
ment appointments as proposed by Air-
bus Group Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 
Tom Enders and Airbus CEO Fabrice 
Brégier, effective as of January 1, 2015:
•   Tom Williams Succeeds Günter 

Butschek as Airbus Chief Operating 
Officer, becomes member of Airbus 
Group Executive Committee; 
Butschek to leave company 

•   Didier Evrard Succeeds Tom Wil-
liams as Airbus Executive Vice 
President Programmes 

•   Klaus Richter to become Member of 
Airbus Group Executive Committee 

tag aviation europe
TAG Aviation today announced the 
appointment of Christof Späth as Chief 
Executive Officer of TAG Aviation Europe, 
effective January 12, 2015. 

BoC aviation
BOC Aviation has announced the  
appointment of Chris Gao as the Chief 
Commercial Officer for Asia-Pacific  
and the Middle East. He will be based  
in Singapore.

uniteD teChnologies Corporation
United Technologies Corp (UTC) has an-
nounced the appointment of the following:
•   Akhil Johri as the corporation’s Senior 

Vice President and Chief Financial 
Officer, effective January 1, 2015.

•   Gregory J. Hayes, UTC Senior Vice 
President and Chief Financial 
Officer elected as President, Chief 
Executive Officer and Director.

•   Edward A. Kangas, lead indepen-
dent Director has been elected non-
Executive Chairman of the Board.

gulfstream aerospaCe Corp
Gulfstream Aerospace Corp today an-
nounced the appointment of Mark Knall as 
Vice President and General Manager of the 
company’s facility in Appleton, Wisconsin.

airBus heliCopters
Airbus Helicopters has appointed Yves 
Barillé as Vice President of Corporate 
Communications with effect from  
March 2015.

appointmEnts



Earlier, Buffet had admitted it was 
one of his few indulgences. Subse-
quently, what elevated the business jet 
from a luxury toy to what is increas-
ingly seen as a vital corporate tool? In 
the US, hundreds of Fortune 500 com-
panies now flaunt their own aircraft, 
with companies arguing that this vital 
conveyance saves time and boosts pro-
ductivity. A recent CNN report quotedNewsBriefs
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handlers, shippers and customs authorities 
to effectively streamline processes, cut costs 
and improve speed and reliability. Some of 
the benefits of e-freight compliance are:

•   Process efficiency
•  Productivity
•  Improved quality and reliability
•  Cost savings
•  Environment-friendly
Glen Hughes, Global Head Cargo, IATA 

congratulated the airport operators.

(  reGulAtOry AffAirs

inCentives for nsop holDers 
The Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
(DGCA) is working on a comprehensive pol-
icy for the general aviation sector which may 

reduce by half the time required for issuing 
licences to non-scheduled operators (NSOPs). 
At present, both scheduled and non-sched-
uled operators have to fulfil the same criteria 
for securing a flying licence. The proposed 
rules could result in NSOPs securing a flying 
licence in six months as compared to the 
year’s time required for the same currently. 
There are about 130 NSOPs in the country 
that are registered with the DGCA.

The industry stakeholders registered 
with the Business Aircraft Operators’ Asso-
ciation have recently submitted a consoli-
dated report to the DGCA outlining specific 
guidelines to help frame a comprehensive 
policy to regulate aircraft operating in the 
general and business aviation (GA/BA) sec-
tors. A senior official in DGCA said, “NSOPs 
do not need to meet a lot of conditions to 
get a licence, which the scheduled operators 
have to, since they operate with less com-
plex aircraft. We are trying to come up with 
a new CAR for them which would make it 
simpler for them to sustain operations.” 

faa Certifies airBus a350-900 with 
rolls-roYCe engines

European aerospace major Airbus has re-
ceived type certification from the US Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) for its new-
est commercial airliner the A350-900. The 
certified aircraft is powered by Rolls-Royce 
Trent XWB engines. The FAA certification 
along with the EASA certification which the 
aircraft received in September 2014 marks 
the successful completion of a stringent pro-
gramme of certification trials for the A350 
airframe. Airbus utilised a fleet of five A350-
900 aircraft which have accumulated more 
than 2,600 flight test hours to complete the 
flight test programme. By the end of Octo-
ber 2014, the A350 XWB had won 750 orders 
from 39 customers worldwide.

review of norms for international 
operations
Amid protests from existing airlines, the Min-
istry of Civil Aviation is considering diluting 
restriction on domestic carriers from com-
mencing international operations instead of 

outright abolition of 
the norm, termed the 
5/20 rule. Indian car-
riers are required to 
have a minimum of 20 aircraft and five years 
of operational experience for starting inter-
national services. The Civil Aviation Minister, 
Ashok Gajapati Raju, had said, “I do not see 
any reason why the 5/20 rule should be there. 
We are examining all aspects and will take a 
decision soon.” A senior ministry official said, 
“All existing airlines, except AirAsia India, 
have protested against abolition of the rule, 
saying it would put them in great financial 
distress. They feel the newer airlines should 
prove their mettle in domestic skies before 
commencing international operations.”

Though abolition of the norm is still not 
off the table, the Ministry is considering if 
the rule should, instead, be diluted. A final 
decision would be taken shortly, said the 
official. A decision either way would impact 
Tata Sons’ twin airline ventures AirAsia 
India and Vistara. Both would like to fly 
abroad immediately. AirAsia India already 
has a plan ready under which it would do so 
if the government scraps the 5/20 norm. 

air safetY violations
The Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
(DGCA) has grounded three aircraft over 
alleged safety lapses. The aircraft grounded 
included two Airbus A320 of which one 
was operated by Air India and the other by 
GoAir. The third aircraft grounded was a 
Canadair Regional Jet (CRJ) belonging to a 
non-scheduled operator (NSOP). An Airbus 
A320 of Air India was grounded as the 
carrier had not done a mandatory second 
check of the cowl or covering of the right-
side engine, repaired several weeks ago for a 
dent. The carpets in the interior were found 
torn and could affect movement of passen-
gers, especially in an emergency.

The second Airbus A320 of GoAir was 
grounded after it was found a number of 
screws and bolts of its right-side air-condi-
tioning panel were loose and not properly 
fixed. This could have caused an in-flight 
safety problem. The door seal of the aircraft’s 
nose-gear was found not properly sealed. 
The aircraft manual, a mandatory document 
for pilots, was also not updated. An 18-seater 
CRJ of AR Airways was grounded as the life-
raft container panel was found jammed. Two 
cabin crew members did not have proper 
training, it was found. In the first half of the 
current calendar year, the DGCA conducted 
55 special surveillance drives that led to the 
grounding of 14 aircraft during the period. sp

Boeing Business Jets
Boeing today named David Longridge as 
President of Boeing Business Jets.

safran
Board of Directors of Safran has approved 
the appointment of Philippe Petitcolin as 
Chief Executive Officer.

inmarsat aviation
Inmarsat, a leader in global satellite con-
nectivity for the aviation industry, has 
announced the appointment of Captain 
Mary I McMillan as Vice President, Avia-
tion Safety and Operational Services.

Bell heliCopter
Bell Helicopter, a Textron Inc. com-
pany, has made the following leadership 
changes effective January 1, 2015:
•   Matthew J Hasik as Executive Vice 

President, Commercial Business.
•   John Klopfer as Vice President, 

Commercial Business Finance.
•   Raymond Leduc as President, Bell 

Helicopter Textron Canada.
•   Patrick Moulay as Vice President, 

Global Sales and Marketing.
•   Larry Roberts as Vice President, 

Sales and Marketing for the Bell 
525 Relentless Programme.

•   Ron Orndoff as Regional Sales 
Manager in North America.

lufthansa teChniK
Lufthansa Technik has announced the ap-
pointment of Antonio Schulthess as new 
Chief Executive Human Resources.

appointments Contd...
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civil Viewpoint

by b.K. Pandey

T
he year 2014 has indeed been a year of 
airline disasters and especially for South East Asian 
carriers. The first tragedy that struck was with Ma-
laysia Airlines flight MH-370 that went missing on 
March 8 while flying from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing. 
The aircraft involved was a Boeing 777-200 ER and 
was carrying a crew of 12 members and 227 passen-

gers from 15 nations. The last voice contact with Air Traffic Con-
trol was less than an hour after take-off when it was over the South 
China Sea. For some strange reason that remains unexplained so 
far, there was significant deviation from the flight path as instead 
of heading north, the aircraft was observed to be heading in the 

opposite direction and is believed to have reached in the vicinity 
of the Maldives and Diego Garcia. The other intriguing aspect was 
that there was no communication from the crew, either through 
voice or automated transmission, indicating distress of any kind, 
bad weather or any technical issues with the aircraft. There have 
been a number of scenarios painted by different agencies and ex-
perts to explain the mystery of its disappearance without trace. 
These have been ranging from hijack to hypoxia. Theories have 
circulated delving into the possibility of terrorists forcibly taking 
over control of the airliner and crashing it into the Indian Ocean 
just to commit suicide. But perhaps the most bizarre explanation 
has been the recent hypothesis by Marc Dugain, the former CEO 

The AirAsiA DisAsTer
In all probability, the pilot of Flight QZ8501 too has blundered into a violent thunderstorm 

and lost control of the aircraft

Kuala Lumpur

2 hours 10 min. after takeoff
Scheduled landing 
in Singapore

5:20 a.m.
Scheduled take off 
from Surabaya

Estimated position 
when AirNav Indonesia  

lost radar contact Approx. flight path

Jakarta

480 km
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of a French Airline, suggesting that Flight MH-370 may have been 
shot down by the US military fearing a hijack of the aircraft and a 
September 11, 2001 (9/11) style attack on the American installa-
tions in Diego Garcia. However, until and unless the wreckage is 
located and the plane’s black box is recovered, the mystery behind 
the disappearance of Flight MH-370 will remain unsolved.

Several months later on July 17, 2014, Malaysia Airlines was 
struck by another aerial tragedy when its Flight MH-17 was lost 
over eastern Ukraine, close to the border with Russia. The aircraft 
was again a Boeing 777-200 ER and was flying from Amsterdam 
to Kuala Lumpur with a total of 298 passengers and crew on 
board. Moscow claimed that Flight MH-17 was shot down by a 
jet fighter of the Ukrainian Air Force. There was even a sugges-
tion that the Ukrainians actually had planned to shoot down the 
aircraft bringing President Vladimir Putin back from the BRICS 
Summit in Brazil and mistook Flight MH-17 to be the intended 
target. Kiev, on the other hand, pinned the blame on pro-Russian 
separatists in the region who were bat-
tling the Ukrainian forces. These rebels are 
believed to have brought down the airliner 
by surface-to-air missiles supplied to them 
by Russia. While the agency responsible for 
the downing of Flight MH-17 may not be 
identified with any degree of certainty, one 
fact is evident that the destruction of the 
aircraft was somewhat sudden possibly an 
in-flight explosion following a direct hit by 
a surface-to-air missile or an air-to-air mis-
sile. As in the case of Flight MH-370, this 
time too, there was no transmission by the 
crew of the ill-fated Flight MH-17.

The wreckage of the passenger plane 
however, was located soon after and every 
bit of the wreckage has been transported 
to Holland earlier this month by road to be 
reassembled for further investigation into 
how the airliner was destroyed. It is expected 
that the Dutch Safety Board may take several 
months to reassemble the aircraft from the 
wreckage and complete the investigation. 
One can expect a report not earlier than the 
middle of the new year or even later.

And now another airline disaster that struck South East Asia 
when an Airbus A320-200 aircraft belonging to AirAsia Indone-
sia operating as Flight QZ8501 went missing on the morning of 
December 28, 2014. The aircraft was operated by AirAsia Indone-
sia, a joint venture with AirAsia Berhad of Malaysia. AirAsia Indo-
nesia has a fleet of 30 Airbus A320 aircraft.

On the fateful day, the aircraft was flying from Surabaya in 
Indonesia to Singapore with 162 persons on board. The total 
flight time was expected to be just over two hours. Apparently, 
the aircraft encountered severe thunderstorms en route and the 
pilot asked for permission to climb to a higher altitude so as to 
avoid entering the thunderclouds and instead to fly over them. 
The aircraft was permitted by the Air Traffic Control to climb 
from his cruising altitude of 32,000 feet to 38,000 feet which 
might not have been adequate to clear the top of the thunder-
clouds. It seems that thereafter, Flight QZ8501 lost contact with 
Air Traffic Control at 06:24 local time while flying over the Java 
Sea, 40 minutes after departure from Surabaya. There was no dis-
tress call nor any other transmission from the crew. The Captain 

of the aircraft was an Indonesian national 
with a total flying experience of more than 
20,000 flight hours. Of these, he had logged 
around 6,100 flight hours on the Airbus 
A320 flying with AirAsia Indonesia. The 
first officer, a French national, had 2,275 flying hours to his credit. 
Experience levels of the pilots, therefore, is unlikely to be an issue 
in this accident. 

This accident has an uncanny resemblance to the one in 
which Air France AF-447 was lost over the Atlantic Ocean in June 
2009. The aircraft in this case was an Airbus A330 and was flying 
from Rio de Janeiro to Paris. All 228 souls on board perished in 
the disaster. In the case of AF-447 too, the pilot had encountered 
a wall of thunder clouds and attempted to climb over these. It is 
believed that while so doing, he encountered severe icing leading 
to loss of airspeed indications which ultimately resulted in loss 
of control over the aircraft. Should the pilot commit the fateful 

error of entering a thunderstorm, he might well lose control of the 
aircraft. Regaining control of the aircraft inside a thunderstorm 
will be an extremely difficult proposition if not an impossible one. 
Also, the inside of a thunderstorm can be turbulent enough to 
cause structural damage to the aircraft which can only aggravate 
the situation. In the case of AF-447, it took nine months for the 
wreckage to be recovered from the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean 
and two years for the plane’s black box to be found.

Latest reports are that the parts of the ill-fated airliner and 
bodies have been found floating close to the area where the air-
craft lost contact with the ATC. As the Java Sea is only around 40 
metres deep in the area, it may not take long to recover the wreck-
age. At this point in time, it appears that in all probability, the 
pilot of Flight QZ8501 too has blundered into a violent thunder-
storm and lost control of the aircraft. However, the final word can 
only be said if and when the Flight Data Recorder and the Cockpit 
Voice Recorder, components of the black box, are recovered and 
analysed. Till then, loss of Flight QZ8501 will remain as much of a 
mystery as those of Flights MH-370 and MH-17. Sp

A file photograph of AirAsia Airbus A320-200 aircraft
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by R. ChandRakanth

I
t Is the festIve season. There are glad tidings. Inter-
nationally, oil prices have been going down and the trend is 
likely to be sustained in 2015 too with the full-year average 
price of Brent crude expected to be $85 per barrel. Aviation 
turbine fuel prices are slated to average $99.9 per barrel in 
2015. This is certainly a critical element for an airline, mak-
ing it or breaking it.

In the backdrop of oil prices and economic growth, the Inter-
national Air Transport Association (IATA) has projected that air-
lines would post a collective global net profit in 2014 of some $19.9 
billion, up from the $18 billion projected in June and is expected 
to touch $25 billion in 2015. Even while fuel prices are coming 
down, there is increased activity on the part of the original equip-
ment manufacturers (OEMs) to improve fuel efficiency of aircraft 
while operators are strategising to enhance operational efficiency. 
IATA said lower oil prices and stronger worldwide GDP growth 
are the main drivers behind the improved profitability.

AverAge return fAres DroppIng. The consumer 
who is the king will benefit from such activity. It is estimated that 
after adjusting for inflation, average return airfares excluding 
taxes and surcharge are expected to fall by some 5.1 per cent on 
2014 levels and cargo rates are expected to fall by 5.8 per cent, 
which is welcome by passengers and the trade.

The IATA Director General and CEO Tony Tyler said: “The 
industry outlook is improving. The global economy continues 
to recover and the fall in oil prices should strengthen the upturn 
next year. While we see airlines making $25 billion in 2015, it 
important to remember that this is still just a 3.2 per cent net 
profit margin. The industry story is largely positive, but there 
are a number of risks in today’s global environment – political 
unrest, conflicts and some weak regional economies – among 
them. And a 3.2 per cent net profit margin does not leave much 
room for a deterioration in the external environment before 
profits are hit.”

2014: a MIXED YEaR
The industry story is largely positive, but there are a number of risks in today’s global 

environment—political unrest, conflicts and some weak regional economies—among them

going strong: indiGo placed an order for 250 Airbus aircraft
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As per the report, aviation’s global connectivity spans 16,161 
city pairs which is nearly double the number in 1994. This con-
nectivity is a catalyst for economic benefits including employ-
ment that is expected to reach 2.45 million in 2015, up 1.5 per 
cent on 2014.

2014 InternAtIonAl hIghlIghts. The mysterious 
disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight MH-370 on March 8, 
2014, while flying from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing with 239 passen-
gers and crew has gone down in the annals of history as one of the 
worst unexplained airline disasters. The woes of Malaysia Airlines 
did not end there. On July 17, MH-17 flying from Amsterdam to 
Kuala Lumpur is believed to have been shot down in conflict-rid-
den Ukraine airspace, killing 283 passengers, including 80 children. 

There were three other major commercial airliner accidents 
– TransAsia Airways Flight 222 crash killing 48 passengers on 
July 23; Air Algerie Flight 5017 crash in Northern Mali killing 118 
passengers and crew on July 24 and Sepahan Airlines Flight 5915 
crash in Iran killing 39 passengers. The two incidents involving 
Malaysia Airlines have shocked the airline industry, raising issues 

of air space security and safety. (For a detailed story about the 
AirAsia-QZ8501 disaster see Viewpoint.)

orDers gAther MoMentuM. The first half of 2014 
was quiet, but it was the second half which brought in cheer. 
The Farnborough International Airshow provided the required 
momentum for the industry to move ahead. Orders and commit-
ments for commercial aircraft touched over $130 billion with the 
two aerospace behemoths – Airbus and Boeing – taking the lion’s 
share of the orders (over $115 billion in orders between them). 
As fuel efficiency and lower life-cycle costs are becoming increas-
ingly important in this high-risk business, Airbus announced the 
launch of the A330neo which promises to deliver a 14 per cent 
improvement in efficiency, 400 nm range enhancement and lower 
per-seat costs. The aircraft is due to enter service in late 2017.

Regional jet and turboprop manufacturers also chipped in 
with strong performances with over 200 orders and commit-
ments spread between Embraer, Bombardier, ATR and Sukhoi. 
Embraer emerged as the most successful of the regional aircraft 
manufacturers, announcing deals for 100 of its new E-Jets E2 fam-
ily. ATR leads the turboprop market over Bombardier.

AIrlInes thAt CeAseD operAtIons. Some of the air-
lines which ceased operations in 2014 for different reasons are Air 
Alps (Austria), Skybridge Airops, Krohn Air Norway; Dobrolet air-
lines (Russia); Happy Air and Siam General Aviation (Thailand); 
JetKonnect (India) and American Connection and World Airways.

towArDs A greener AIrCrAft. With air trans-
port contributing about three per cent of global greenhouse gas 

the two InCIDents In 2014 
InvolvIng MAlAysIA AIrlInes hAve 
shoCkeD the AIrlIne InDustry, 
rAIsIng Issues of AIr spACe 
seCurIty AnD sAfety

finally: Air vistara to commence operations on January 9, 2015 
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 emissions and air traffic expected to triple by 2050, Clean Sky 2 
(CS2) has been launched. The CS2 joint technology initiative runs 
from 2014 to 2024, bringing together companies, universities, 
public laboratories, innovative SMEs and the European Commis-
sion to develop and demonstrate breakthrough technologies for 
the civil aircraft market to cut aircraft emissions and noise.

InDIAn sCenArIo. The Indian civil aviation sector in the 
past few years has been having mixed luck. 2014 has been no 
different. Turbulence continued with the year beginning on the 
wrong foot. The US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) down-
graded the industry on grounds of safety, impacting Indian carri-
ers such as Air India and Jet Airways which have direct connec-

tions to the US. These carriers have had to undergo additional 
safety checks and stringent scrutiny.

InDIgo MAIntAIns run. All airlines, except IndiGo, were 
in the red. IndiGo created a record of sorts again by placing an 
order for 250 Airbus aircraft. Jet Airways, awaiting finalisation of 
its deal with Etihad Airways, shed its low-cost arm JetKonnect, 
while two new airlines AirAsia India and Vistara, both having 
equity from the Tata group, with foreign tie-ups joined the five 
scheduled operators. Malaysian budget carrier AirAsia and Tatas 
along with Delhi-based entrepreneur Arun Bhatia, started AirA-
sia India. Going into the full service carrier segment, Tatas have 
joined hands with Singapore Airlines to start Vistara which is 
expected to take wings soon, having got its air operator permit.

fInAnCIAl woes. Even as these two new airlines made 
news, there was trouble brewing for SpiceJet which some analysts 
were hoping that it would not go the Kingfisher way that ceased 
operations a year ago. SpiceJet has got help from the government 
to tide over its financial crisis, albeit temporarily. Meanwhile, 
news is that it is getting an investor. SpiceJet had to reduce its 
fleet size to 26 from 35 earlier this year and has had to cancel 
flights, affecting passengers. The government has stepped in to 
ensure that SpiceJet keeps flying.

State-run Air India, which is undergoing a restructure, had a 
highpoint this year with it joining Star Alliance. Another positive 
aspect for Air India has been that between January and October 
it ferried 55 million passengers, a healthy growth of 8.61 per cent 
over the 50 million in the same period previous year.

As IATA has stated that the Asia-Pacific region is going to be a 
driver of the aviation sector, Tyler concludes “It is no understate-
ment to say that air connectivity underpins modern economies. 
Aviation and aviation-enabled tourism accounts for over 24 million 
jobs and $500 billion in economic activity across the Asia-Pacific 
region. And that contribution has tremendous potential to grow.” Sp

Embraer’s E175-E2,  E190-E2,  E195-E2

HIGH poInTS oF IndIAn AVIATIon, 2014
India’s airlines carried over 107.01 million passengers (78.50 million domestic 
and 28.51 million international) between April-October 2014 (source AAI).

Passenger growth – 10.8 per cent change from 2013.

Indian carriers expected to post losses of $1.3 billion to 1.4 billion in 2014-15,  
according to CAPA.

US FAA downgrades flights of Indian carriers.

Air India joins Star Alliance, opening up more international destinations.

IndiGo orders 250 Airbus aircraft.

AirAsia India and Vistara, new airlines in 2014.

Regional airline Air Costa announces pan-India operations.

Government approves six new airline applications.

Government to develop 50 new low-cost airports.

Government releases draft civil aviation policy on November 10,  
seeking stakeholder views.

Steps being taken to rationalise aviation turbine fuel prices.
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1.  prime Minister Manmohan Singh inaugurated the world-class new 
integrated terminal (t2) at the Chhatrapati Shivaji International airport, 
Mumbai, on January 10, 2014.

2.  embraer e-Jets delivers over 1,000 aircraft and continues to attract 
airlines, offering viable economics, range and performance. air Costa’s 50 
(and more) aircraft order declared at the Singapore airshow is yet another 
testimony endorsing the strength of e-jets programmes.

3.  Singapore airshow 2014 (february 11-16) played host to over 1,000 
exhibitors from 47 countries ended with announced deals worth  
$32 billion.

4.  Malaysia airlines flight 370 (Mh-370) was a scheduled international 
passenger flight that disappeared on March 8, 2014, while flying from Kuala 
Lumpur International airport, Malaysia, to Beijing Capital International airport, 
China. the aircraft, a Boeing 777-200er, was carrying 12 Malaysian crew 
members and 227 passengers from 15 nations.PH
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1.  highlight of the India aviation on March 12-16, 2014, hyderabad, is the 
arrival of emirates’ airbus a380.

2.  a GMr-Megawide consortium has been awarded a $700 million project 
to develop and operate the Mactan-Cebu International airport in the 
philippines.the contract was awarded by the Department of transportation 
and Communications (DotC) of philippines. Megawide is a philippine-based 
construction company.

3.  the second edition of the asian Business aviation Conference and exhibition 
(aBaCe) 2014 held from april 15 to 17, ended on a high note, reflecting 
the growing trend for business aviation not just in China, but across asia.

4.  the 14th annual european Business aviation Convention & exhibition 
(eBaCe), held at Geneva’s palexpo conference centre and Geneva 
International airport (May 20-22, 2014). falcon 8X was unveiled  
at eBaCe 2014.

5.  p. ashok Gajapathi raju takes charge as the union Minister for Civil aviation 
in New Delhi on May 29, 2014.1
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1.  the country’s fourth budget carrier airasia India,  
the domestic arm of Malaysian low-cost carrier airasia Berhad, 
commenced operations on June 12, 2014, with its first flight taking off 
from Bengaluru’s Kempegowda International airport for Goa.

2.  the first production business jet dubbed as hondaJet, designed, developed 
and manufactured by honda aircraft Company of Japan, undertook its 
maiden flight end June this year flagging a milestone that will bring the 
airframe manufacturer closer to its goal of entry into service of the aircraft 
in 2015.

3.  the farnborough International airshow held from July 14-20, 2014, did 
phenomenal business with orders and commitments achieving a new record 
of $201 billion, reflecting buoyancy of the aerospace industry. the latest 
aircraft from european planemaker airbus, the a350, is showcased in the 
uK for the first time at farnborough airshow.

4.  all 298 people on board a Malaysia airlines plane died after the airliner 
crashed in eastern ukraine, close to the border with russia. flight Mh-
17 with 283 passengers flying from amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur was 
travelling over the conflict-hit region when it disappeared from radar.

5.  Mitsubishi heavy Industries Ltd. (MhI) and Mitsubishi aircraft Corporation 
held a rollout ceremony for the MrJ (Mitsubishi regional Jet), a next-
generation regional jet, at the Komaki Minami plant of MhI’s Nagoya 
aerospace Systems Works in aichi prefecture on october 18, 2014. after 
unveiling Japan’s first jet aircraft, MhI and Mitsubishi aircraft are now 
ready to proceed towards the MrJ’s first flight scheduled for the april-June 
quarter of 2015.1
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1.  NBaa 2014, which took place from october 21 to 23, featured about 
1,100 exhibitors and over 100 aircraft. More than 26,000 people attended 
the show, which included representatives from 49 uS states and 95 
countries around the world.

2.  MeBa (Middle east Business aviation) show took place at Dubai World 
Central (DWC), December 8-10, 2014. MeBa is the Middle east and 
North africa’s premier event for anyone involved in chartering, leasing, 
selling, purchasing, operating and servicing business and VIp jets. 

3.  tata-SIa joint venture airline Vistara, a full service carrier granted air 
operator’s permit granted flying permit by aviation regulator DGCa on 
December 15, almost nine months after it applied for the licence, agencies 
reported.

4.  Leading french aircraft manufacturer, Dassault aviation, unveiled its new 
flagship, the falcon 8X, at its Bordeaux-Merignac facility on December 
17, 2014. the falcon 8X is all on course for its maiden flight in the first 
quarter of 2015 and deliveries scheduled for second half of 2016.

5.  on December 28, 2014, Indonesia airasia flight 8501 (QZ8501), a 
scheduled international passenger flight, operated by airasia Group affiliate 
Indonesia airasia, from Surabaya, Indonesia, to Singapore crashed in bad 
weather with 155 passengers and 7 crew on board. Debris from the plane 
and human remains were found two days after the crash in the Karimata 
Strait. Most passengers onboard were Indonesian.1
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AIRLINES BILATERAL AGREEMENTS

by ArindAm mALLik

International aviation is regulated by a complex web of over 3,000 interlocking  
Bilateral Air Service Agreements

BEYOND BORDERS, 
BETWEEN BOUNDARIES
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B
efore an airline can operate interna-
tional services, the government of the respective 
countries must negotiate a treaty level agreement 
which forms a platform of international air trans-
portation. These negotiated treaties are defined 
as the Bilateral Rights or Bilateral Air Service 
Agreements. These agreements universally com-

prise the following components:
●	 Traffic Rights or the Freedoms of the Air – the routes 

that airlines can serve and with what frequency.
●	 Capacity deployed – in terms of seat allocation or passen-

gers carried.
●	 Designation, Ownership and Control – type of aircraft, 

ownership and operation control. The agreement might 
also include foreign ownership restrictions.

●	 Tariffs – might require submission of ticket prices to aero-
nautical authorities by airlines.

●	 Competition policy, safety and security component.

The naTure of agreemenTs. International aviation 
is regulated by a complex web of over 3,000 interlocking Bilat-
eral Air Service Agreements. When more than two countries 
come together as a group to negotiate such agreements, these 
are referred to as multi-lateral or pluri-lateral agreements. Nev-
ertheless, the majority is traded bilaterally. As per the status in 
2005-06, India had signed Bilateral Air Service Agreements with 
101 countries broadly divided into seven regions, namely North 
America, South America, Africa, South East Asia, CIS countries, 
Gulf including West Asia as well as South Asia. 

These agreements were majorly based on exercising up to the 
fifth freedom of the air, originating from the Chicago Convention, 
1944, that designates a carrier the right to fly between two foreign 
countries, while the flight originates or ends in one’s own country, 
with a few exceptions like Singapore and Kathmandu that might 
extend beyond the fifth freedom. After this, some modifications 
had been made in 2009 in the memorandums of understanding 
(MoUs) with Malaysia, Singapore, Uzbekistan, the United Arab 

Emirates (UAE), Jordan and Iceland. Next, the two most vital 
parameters that are considered while formulating these MoUs 
are the capacity deployment and the points of call. The capac-
ity deployment is in terms of the number of seats per week, fre-
quency of flight and the type of aircraft.

With the US, India shares an open sky policy that allows 
both the partners in the agreement to deploy unlimited capac-
ity between their boundaries with no constraints on aircraft 
type. Rest of the leading bilateral agreements in terms of capac-
ity deployment are Canada, China, Singapore, UK, France, Ger-
many, Bahrain, Oman, UAE (excluding Dubai), Bangladesh and 
Sri Lanka ranging from 12,000 to 27,000 seats per week. 

But the destinations that have gained commendable limelight 
of late are Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Singapore due to the increasing 
domination of the Middle Eastern and South Eastern carriers like 
Emirates, Etihad and Singapore Airlines. This had happened with 
the backdrop of the joint venture deals between Jet-Etihad, Tata-
SIA (Singapore International Airlines) and Tata-AirAsia, after 
the Indian Government enhanced the foreign direct investment 
(FDI) limit on foreign carriers up to 49 per cent. 

Last year, the entitlements between India and Abu Dhabi 
were increased to 50,000 per week and from the winter schedule 
2014-15, the seat entitlements between India and Dubai would be 
64,084 per week. But the strategic alliance of Jet Airways and Eti-
had, adding a further 42,000 seats per week for Jet Airways, have 
triggered their capacity growth to over 90,000 per week, follow-
ing which increasing pressures have been witnessed on the home 
government from Sharjah, Qatar, Dubai, Singapore and Thailand. 
These negotiations were succeeded by the permission granted 
to the foreign carriers to operate Airbus A380 to the four major 
metro airports from May 2014, starting with SIA and followed by 
Emirates. Prior to this the international carriers mainly operated 
up to category 4E aircraft like Boeing B-747 and B-777. 

Traffic PaTTerns. Before proceeding to the criteria of the 
points of call, it is necessary to have a comprehensive idea about 
the international traffic to and from India. From the graph below we 

Bombardier Q-400 can operate from a basic airstrip
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can get a glimpse of the growth in international passenger traffic in 
India from 2006 to 2014 along with the year-on-year growth. Con-
sidering the entire range, traffic has grown by a remarkable 80.20 per 
cent. This growth was pan-India out of which in 2013-14, the five pri-
vate airports at Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Hyderabad and Cochin 
catered to 67.35 per cent of the total international traffic.

The second vital criterion is negotiating the points of call 
between countries. Here, the ground rules are set by the Free-
doms of the Air that had been mentioned before. Points of call 
are nothing but the cities that an international carrier can serve 
in a foreign country. The illustration of the international traffic 
growth incline towards the five major private hub airports of 
India along with Kolkata and Chennai that cater to more than 70 
per cent of India’s international air traffic. 

Though the limelight is mostly restrained by the Middle East-
ern carriers to have domination over the Indian international 
market, a commendable understated player who has been very 
aggressively seeking to expand their bilateral capacity from 14 to 
56 flights weekly is the Turkish Airline enabling it to offer double 
daily services to Delhi and Mumbai and daily services to Benga-
luru, Chennai, Hyderabad and Kolkata. Apart from Delhi, Mum-
bai, Kolkata and Chennai the bilateral agreements of India iden-
tifies 18 such points of call namely Patna, Lucknow, Guwahati, 
Gaya, Varanasi, Bhubaneswar, Khajuraho, Aurangabad, Goa, Jai-
pur, Port Blair, Cochin, Thiruvananthapuram, Kozhikode, Amrit-
sar, Visakhapatnam, Ahmedabad and Trichy. 

In developed agreements where the traffic potential is huge, the 
points of call get evolved into three to four route schedules. Now 
the inter-dimensional conflict of interest arises when the traffic 
rights, i.e. the freedoms of the air tend to get exploited through vari-
ous strategic shifts. When a joint venture like Jet-Etihad, Vistara or 
AirAsia-India is formed through the easing of FDI norms, there is 
always a threat of the foreign carriers getting the benefit over the 
domestic carriers. These strategic alliances allow the foreign carri-
ers to exercise sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth freedoms of the air 
through their domestic counterparts and then taking over beyond 
the borders. For example, Jet Airways may carry passengers on 
intra-city routes to hubs like Delhi and Mumbai who are originally 
destined for say some European destination like Frankfurt. 

Beyond the domestic hubs, Etihad might take over gaining 
strategically on the total segment, which otherwise would not 

have been allowed by the Indian Govern-
ment. There is no mechanism to monitor 
the type of traffic whether point to point 
or carry forward, is being picked up by the 
consortium as these multidimensional itin-
eraries are a complex web of code shared and transit traffic which 
is carefully encoded by the carriers. The only benefit to the Indian 
carriers is the much needed capital infusion and the inexpensive 
air turbine fuel (ATF) from the Middle Eastern and South Eastern 
hubs over feasible long-haul aircraft stage lengths. 

But, on a macro level, the burden has to be borne by the domes-
tic carriers who lose out on the potential international traffic that 
is compounding every year. As per CAPA (Centre of Asia Pacific 
Aviation, among the international market share to/from India held 
by airlines, Emirates claimed the highest, followed by Air India, Jet 
Airways, AI-Express, Qatar Airways, Air Arabia, Singapore Airlines, 
Thai Airways, Sri Lankan Airlines and Lufthansa respectively. Air 
India, the traditional market leader on international routes, was 
impacted by the chronic disruptions of its B-787s.

emerging BaTTlegrounds. An open skies agreement 
was signed between India and the United States in 2005 resulting 
in unlimited seat deployment between the two countries, which 
replaced the Indo-US agreement of 1956 that had placed various 
constraints over frequency, pricing, points of call and aircraft, with 
seamless code-sharing between Indian and US carriers. Although 
it was feared, the agreement has not yet led to a domination of US 
carriers on Indo-US routes. 

On the contrary, the domination is depicted aggressively on the 
Middle Eastern and South Eastern routes by the Gulf carriers and 
Turkish Airlines. A new dimension has been highlighted through the 
network expansion of the global airline alliances – Star Alliance, One-
world and Sky Team. Though membership of Air India of the Star 
Alliance would be a strategic advantage to the carrier’s turnaround 
plan, from another perspective it requires enough diligence to pre-
vent the interest of the Indian carriers from being compromised.

Under the facade of short-haul international routes in the 
Middle Eastern and South Eastern skies, what needs to be kept 
in mind is the new battleground of the long-haul American and 
European segments. Approximately 30 per cent of Air India’s rev-
enues come from the North American routes where the Gulf car-
riers have increased capacity over 30 per cent in 2014 and utilising 
the increased seat entitlements gained from the revised bilateral 
agreements and strategic alliances through FDI, as feeder routes 
to quench these additional capacity. 

Recently the traffic growth in the long haul routes of North 
America, UK and Europe has marginally decreased in compari-
son to the total international market of India, which is in contrast 
to the eight to 12 per cent growth in the short-haul Middle East-
ern routes. Nevertheless, the aggressive expansion endeavour of 
the Gulf carriers in the Western skies is an indication of the new 
emerging battleground. 

It is high time the government proactively optimises and 
devises feasible Route Dispersal Guidelines through which it has 
identified 87 incentive destinations, because many of these des-
tinations have barely a basic airstrip that is not suitable for the 
operation of an Airbus A320 or Boeing B-737 and thereby requires 
acquisition of additional Bombardier Q-400 or ATR airliners by 
the major existing low-cost carriers, burdening them with further 
cost. A comprehensive synchronisation of operating framework is 
the need of the hour within and beyond the boundaries. SP
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by A.K. SAchdev

T
he arrival of air Deccan on the Indian 
civil aviation scene was portentous. The low fares 
offered by the airline caught the imagination of a 
nation brought up on the idea that air travel was a 
luxury that was affordable only by the outrageously 
affluent. The ‘Rupee One Fare’ on offer appeared to 
be a dream come true and attracted a fervent mass 

following. Air Deccan’s visible onslaught also fired the entrepre-
neurial spirit in the scheduled operator space with the no-frills 
model inviting the maximum attention, largely due to the appeal 
of the Air Deccan archetype. The ‘low-cost carrier’ tag was used 
to allude to all such aspirants. 

However, the discerning observer soon learnt that the term 
was being used erroneously. Although the fares were alluringly 
low, the cost of running the airline was not lower than those of 
legacy carriers. This was in stark contrast to the US and Europe 
where low-cost airlines are differentiated by their lower cost of 
operations. The single major factor contributing to the reduction 
in cost of operation of airlines outside of India is the availability 
of low-cost airports. Some airports which are not exclusively low-
cost, have low-cost terminals to cater for low-cost airlines, thus 
assisting them in achieving low running costs through features 
such as self check-in counters, Spartan facilities, reduced shop-
ping opportunities, austere amenities, limited food outlets and so 
on. However, in India, no low-cost airport or terminal has been 
developed so far and it is only in recent months that the term low-
cost airport is being used in officialese for the first time. 

The Need. India currently offers a depressing environment for 
the growth of civil aviation due to an apathetic disposition of the 
establishment and an apparent lack of veritable comprehension 
of the contribution of civil aviation to national economic growth. 
However, despite unfavourable government policies, there is an 
inexorable growth dictated by the demand for air travel, domestic 
and international. Indeed, according to International Air Trans-
port Association (IATA), India is poised to become the third larg-
est aviation market by 2031. 

Today, the total number of aircraft held by airlines in India is 
around 400 but according to Dinesh Keskar, Vice President, Sales, 
Boeing, India needs 1,600 new aircraft over the next 20 years. Indi-
Go’s orders for aircraft add up to 530 Airbus A320 (100 in 2005, 180 
in 2011 and 250 in 2014, with option for an additional 100).  AirAsia 
India also has plans to induct another ten aircraft next year, tak-
ing its total fleet strength to 15. Indeed, all the existing airlines 
have plans to bring more aircraft into the Indian skies. At the same 
time, new airlines are waiting in the wings for the environment to 
become conducive enough for them to enter the market. 

Of all the scheduled operations in India, around 70 per cent are 
low fare in nature. What the foregoing points to is two notable ele-
ments; firstly, that the number of airliners in India is going to increase 
significantly in the years ahead and secondly, that majority of their 
operations are going to be low fare in nature. Juxtaposed, these two 
indicate a need for an increasing number of low-cost airports so that 
low-cost operations can be facilitated for the major proportion of 
‘low-cost’ operators to make their operations tenable and profitable.

LOW-COST AIRPORTS
The single major factor contributing to the reduction in cost of operation of airlines 

outside of India is the availability of low-cost airports

Exterior of Swami Vivekananda Airport, Raipur; (Right) interior of the airport
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low CosT airporTs. Addressing a conference during the 
India Aviation Air Show in Hyderabad in March this year, the Civil 
Aviation Secretary Ashok Lavasa said, “There has been a phenom-
enal growth of the Indian aviation sector in the last decade to reach 
out to the consumer at the bottom of the pyramid. We are working 
towards a framework where the states, the Centre and the airlines 
make collaborative efforts to develop low-cost airports.” He went on 
to state that the government had identified 50 airports for low-cost 
development and modernisation to boost regional air connectivity. 

In July 2014, the Minister of State for Civil Aviation G.M. Sid-
deshwara said that his Ministry had finalised a list of 50 airports 
across the country that have the potential to be converted into 
low-cost airports. This iteration is part of the bigger picture 
of government plans to develop 200 airports over the next two 
decades in Tier-II/Tier-III cities. However, therein lies the quan-
dary. The government lacks the financial prowess to invest in 
development of the large number of airports needed to support 
future operations and to accommodate the projected numbers of 
airliners slated to enter the scene. 

On the other hand, the private and public-private partnership 
(PPP) models have not proved to be a low-cost affair at all. Indeed, 
aircraft operators have continually complained about the high 
handed and arbitrary charges levied by private airport operators.

Unfortunately, the Airports Economic Regulatory Authority 
(AERA) Act has not proved to be effective in this regard. The Act 
does not contain provision for any special concessions for low-
cost or low fare airlines. In a meeting between AERA officials 
and aircraft operators, low-cost airlines vehemently opposed the 
airport operators’ initiatives to introduce facilities like Common 
User Terminal Equipment (CUTE), inline baggage screening, 
commercial outlets and so on with resultant, hefty hikes in fees 
and charges being levied upon them. 

One private airport director reproached them for wanting to 
pay dhaba food costs for five-star facilities. A low-cost airline rep-
resentative retorted that the low-cost airlines were quite content 
with paying for dhaba food and had not asked for the five-star fare 
in the first place. This polarisation of views summarises the whole 
predicament. Airport operators want to expand the extent of the 
services provided to aircraft operators so that they can provide 
better quality of flying experience to the passenger and enhance 
their revenues. On the other hand, low-cost airlines and passen-
gers would rather do away with the airport frills just as they are 
ready to forego airline frills in return for low fares. 

Tariff Based airporT operaTioNs. Having realised 
that privatisation and revenue sharing models have led to sharp 
increases in airport charges and with the intent to shield airlines 
and passengers from the resultant high cost of air travel, the Min-
istry of Civil Aviation is said to be considering tariff-based bids 
from prospective airport operators. The model would work on 
the basis of lowest tariff quotes submitted by entities bidding for 
airports. Privatisation of the six airports at Chennai, Kolkata, Luc-

know, Guwahati, Jaipur and Ahmedabad, 
initiated last year by the UPA Govern-
ment, is on hold. The new government has 
declared that it will privatise only Ahmed-
abad and Jaipur airports of the six origi-
nally planned. Meanwhile, a new draft aviation policy includes 
proposals for management contracts for Kolkata and Chennai 
airports, leaving a question mark over the privatisation of Guwa-
hati and Lucknow airports.

The government’s proposal is to get tariff-based bids for 
30-year periods so as to keep airport charges at manageable lev-
els. However, according to Amber Dubey, Partner and India Head 
of Aerospace and Defence at global consultancy KPMG, “In a 
volatile world of aviation wherein passenger traffic, fuel prices, 
dollar exchange rate, interest rate, price of airport equipment and 
construction material cannot be predicted even for the next 12 
months, expecting bidders to bid at a fixed tariff for a period of 
30-long years sounds impractical.” It remains to be seen whether 
the tariff-based model of privatisation is implemented but, as the 
motivation of the bidders would be to maximise return on invest-
ment, for obvious reasons, the Ministry’s plans for new low-cost 
airports are unlikely to draw enthusiastic response from bidders 
who would rather go for the more lucrative regular airports.

regioNal aNd remoTe area air CoNNeCTiv-
iTy. At the 7th International Conference on Indian Civil Aviation 
held in New Delhi during October this year, Yes Bank, in associa-
tion with ASSOCHAM, India’s apex industry body, released a report 
entitled “Civil Aviation—Developing Remote & Regional Connec-
tivity”. At the conference, Rana Kapoor, President, ASSOCHAM 
said, “The Indian aviation sector is set for a quantum leap in the 
coming years and has the potential to become the world’s third 
largest aviation market by 2020. The industry has steered in a new 
beacon of expansion driven by low-cost carriers, modern airports, 
cutting edge information technology and a growing emphasis on 
regional connectivity. With an estimated investment of $98 billion 
by 2030-31, I believe, the next phase of growth in India’s aviation 
sector is expected to be fuelled by connectivity to Tier-II and Tier-
III cities. Hence, low-cost approach for developing airport infra-
structure is the need of the hour.” The implication is that a key con-
cept for enhancing regional and remote area connectivity needs to 
be predicated on low-cost airports. This is so not only because of 
the high cost of creating airport infrastructure which would lead 
to delays in initiating projects, but also the need to keep cost of 
airport operations low so that airline operations can prosper.

CoNCludiNg remarks. The new government has dem-
onstrated an urge to be pragmatic and progressive in its approach 
to existing problems. Civil aviation is one sector which is in dire 
need of some life-saving nourishment by way of reforms. One of 
the areas which have the crying need is for keeping the cost of 
operating from airports low so that air travel can accomplish its 
theorised, promising potential over the next two decades. Major 
airports have already reached a point of no return for low-cost 
models but future ones can look at that possibility. The desirabil-
ity of having world-class, high-cost airports cannot be denied but 
including a low-cost terminal in future projects can be considered 
at the planning stages itself. Unquestionably, the fact that almost 
three-fourths of airline seats on offer in India are low-cost ordains 
that low-cost airports and terminals be an important policy con-
sideration in the years to come. SP

The goverNmeNT laCks The 
fiNaNCial prowess To iNvesT 
iN developmeNT of The large 
NumBer of airporTs Needed
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by A.K SAchdev

O
n August 19, 1934, the Aircraft Act, 
1934, received the Governor General’s assent and 
for eight decades, has guided Indian civil avia-
tion. As with any octogenarian, it is respected 
more for its age than for its relevance and, as an 
edifice, it stands on a shaky and anachronistic 
foundation. Whereas other sectors such as bank-

ing and insurance have a provision of an Ombudsman, this Act 
has no such stipulation. There have been desultory attempts in 
the past to replace the Act with one that relates more intimately 
with the changes in civil aviation since its legislation, but for the 
time being, it plods on. 

For more pertinent regulations, the Ministry of Civil Aviation 
(MoCA) uses an attached office - that of the Directorate General 
of Civil Aviation (DGCA) which is the regulatory body in the field 
of civil aviation primarily dealing with safety issues, regulation of 
air transport services and airworthiness standards. However, in 
recent months, the relevance of the DGCA itself has come under 
a cloud with the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) down-

grading its safety rating to Category II during an audit in Septem-
ber 2013. One consequence of this downgrade has been financial 
implications for airlines flying internationally and another, the 
sheer ignominy of being heaped with the insult of the lower cat-
egorisation. A fallout has been the re-raising of the question of 
replacing DGCA with an empowered, more efficient and more 
autonomous body with the task of regulating and managing the 
nation’s civil aviation more efficaciously and safely.

DgCA FrAilties. For various reasons, the DGCA has not man-
aged to command respect among the stakeholders whose affairs it 
regulates. This is despite the fact that it has on its strength, well-
intentioned officials. These officers individually aver their com-
mitment not just to regulating, but also facilitating civil aviation 
operations in the country. In its main task of regulating safety and 
efficiency of operations through audits and surveillance, the DGCA 
does not seem to have done too well, often coming under attack 
at home but more importantly, being indicted by the International 
Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) and FAA audits in the past. 

CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY
The passage of the CAA Bill is eagerly awaited by the Indian civil aviation industry and 

there is optimism about changes predicated to the appointment of a new CAA
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The Union Minister for Civil Aviation Ashok Gajapathi Raju Pusapati addressing a press conference on the release of 
the Draft Civil Aviation Policy for consultation with public and stakeholders, in New Delhi on November 10, 2014.
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Moreover, the DGCA has off and on tried to regulate airline activi-
ties not strictly under its mandate. For example, on several occasions 
it has tried to scuttle what it perceived as cartelisation by airlines. 
The airlines, of course, cried foul and pointed out that their commer-
cial activities were beyond the scope of DGCA’s regulatory envelope. 

Manpower shortage has been a perennial problem for the 
DGCA and, in the absence of adequate inspectors, pilots and 
ground personnel for full coverage of all operations, sufficient 
diligence has not been possible. This was the major reason for the 
downgrade by the FAA which, alas, has not fully served the pur-
pose of jolting the DGCA into filling all established posts and cre-
ating new ones to meet the growing civil aviation requirements. 
This is the result of a largely archaic recruitment procedure. 

Yet another problem has been the absence of financial powers 
to not only meet its manpower requirements but to also cope with 
the dynamics of a vibrant sector with immense growth potential. 
If experts are to be heeded, India is poised to be the third largest 
civil aviation market by 2031, with its airliner strength growing 
from its present numbers of around 400 to about 2,000 by then.

CAA As A PArt OF new POliCy. The United Progres-
sive Alliance (UPA) Government had indeed initiated the Civil 
Aviation Authority (CAA) Bill as a part of its endeavour to intro-
duce major reforms in the civil aviation sector, but could not bring 
it to the enactment stage for various reasons. The CAA Bill was 
introduced in 2013 during the monsoon session of the Parliament 
and provided for a new CAA to don the mantle that the DGCA 
currently does albeit with some changes. In addition to what the 
DGCA does now, the CAA would be given financial powers and 
autonomy in operations so as to enable it to take a wider range of 
decisions along with broader investigative responsibility. It would 
have the power to issue directives, the power of seizure and the 
power to punish any person, operator, company or a government 
department for failure to comply with its orders or directions.

The Act provides for CAA to be able to carry out its own 
recruitment of professionals, currently carried out by the Union 
Public Services Commission. This would redress one of the 
“severe deficiencies” pointed out by the ICAO and FAA. Around 
40 per cent of its posts are lying vacant and there are problems in 
creating posts and hiring of personnel. It will also have full auton-
omy to regulate all issues concerning consumer protection and 
environment regulations in the civil aviation sector.

The Act provides for an Authority which would have a Chair-
person, a Director General and between seven and nine members 
including five full-time members. All members would be appointed 
by the government on the recommendation of a Selection Com-
mittee headed by the Cabinet Secretary. It would be empowered 
to levy fees and charges under the Aircraft Act of 1934 and would 
be self-financing. It would establish a separate fund called the Civil 
Aviation Authority of India Fund, which would get budgetary sup-
port and be used for all expenses of the Authority. The idea is to give 
the CAA full functional and financial autonomy so that it would be 
able to recruit its own staff, decide on its pay structure and have the 
powers to fix and collect fees for rendering services to the civil avia-
tion industry stakeholders. It may also levy charges for safety over-
sight functions of the air navigation services, safety fee from the 
passengers for safety oversight functions and safety fee for surveil-
lance inspection of air transport operators with prior permission of 
the government. It is proposed to create this fund by collecting fees 
from air navigation service providers and passengers in additional 
to the budgetary support given by the government.

CAA AnD the new DrAFt AviA-
tiOn POliCy. In the past, there have 
been murmurs about replacing the Aircraft 
Act of 1934 with a more robust and more 
relevant one. Kapil Kaul, CEO South Asia, of 
Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA), says the new Act, “needs to 
be comprehensive and include safety, security, economic, environ-
ment, competition and other aspects of modern aviation. Recent 
amendments are not as detailed and comprehensive. It needs to 
take all aspects of modern aviation into consideration,” he says. 

CAPA says that weakness of the institutional framework is 
one of the core underlying problems and it gets accentuated by a 
lack of a comprehensive Civil Aviation Policy. In July 2012, it was 
reported that the government intended to bring a new compre-
hensive law entitled “The New Civil Aviation Act, 2012” to replace 
the Aircraft Act, 1934 but that did not materialise. The new gov-
ernment has circulated a draft aviation policy which has been 
welcomed by some. However, experts feel that it is too general 
and only draws up an intent of what needs to be done and not 
how it is to be done. There is no mention of CAA or a replacement 
of the Aircraft Act of 1934 in the draft policy. 

exPeCtAtiOns OF the CAA Bill. Peeyush Naidu, Direc-
tor, Deloitte in India, opines that setting up of a CAA to replace 
the DGCA by enacting new legislation, would be a key milestone. 
The CAA Bill died a natural death with the dissolution of the Par-
liament in which it was introduced. There was some speculation 
that the Bill could be introduced in the budget session of the new 
government so as to ward off anticipated criticism by the next 
FAA audit wherein the government is making all efforts to get the 
Category II stigma removed. 

The content is in public domain and has more or less remained 
constant since its inception during the UPA tenure. However, the 
expectations of different stakeholders are diverse. While the gov-
ernment would definitely want to have a generalist Indian Admin-
istrative Service  (IAS) officer at the head of the new Authority, the 
industry, especially the airlines, would like to have at its head a 
professional aviation manager with hands-on experience and in-
depth knowledge of civil aviation. 

Going by past experience, the industry will have to grin and 
bear an IAS head of the Authority. However, it can hope for a devi-
ation from this norm given the fact that Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi has proved to be anything but a stereotype leader. Should 
an aviation professional be appointed as the head of the CAA, 
a real change could be expected in the domain of civil aviation. 
Otherwise, cynics already seeing the new CAA as ‘old wine in a 
new bottle’ would be proved right. 

COnClusiOn. The passage of the CAA Bill is eagerly awaited 
by the Indian civil aviation industry and there is optimism in some 
quarters about changes predicated to the appointment of a new 
CAA with an empowered and emboldened organisation to do his 
bidding in pursuit of the civil aviation industry’s growth potential. 
However, there is also the lurking fear among many stakehold-
ers that a more robust regulatory organisation, with absolute or 
near absolute authority over operators, may add to the existing 
woes and complaints of the operators, negating the very senti-
ment behind the change from a DGCA to a CAA. The industry in 
general is dissatisfied with the DGCA’s functioning and it would 
be tragic if the new CAA turns out to be a bigger impediment than 
the DGCA. SP
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AviAtion REGULATions

by Ajit K. Agtey

T
he sysTem of licensing of pilots in India 
is governed by the provisions of the Indian Aircraft 
Act of 1934 and Rule 38, Schedule II of Indian Air-
craft Rules, 1937. It is implemented through the 
Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), also 
referred to as the regulator. From the vintage of the 
Act and the Rules it is clear that these were formu-

lated by the British masters. The colonial philosophy embedded 
in the regulations has been inherited by the DGCA that is the sole 
authority with immense discretionary and overriding powers.

Problem AreAs And soluTions. 
Discretion. Discretionary powers in the hands of a single 

individual or regulatory body are often misused for a price. One 
of the primary methods of overcoming corruption is to take away 
total discretionary powers from a single authority.

Examinations. The DGCA determines whether a pilot is fit 
to hold a certain category of licence through a system of examina-
tions. Preparatory work for the examination is the responsibility 
of the candidate. The system of examination is completely out-
dated and not in tune with the times. The following are the prob-
lem areas that lead to a situation in which the candidate is left 
with little choice but to resort to unfair means.

Examination Papers. The papers for pilots’ examinations 
are set by non-pilots. The world over, India included, engineer-
ing examination papers are set by professors who are engineers 
and law examination papers are set by lawyers. This ensures that 
the questions are relevant, current and updated. India is the only 
country where examination papers for pilots are set by examin-
ers who are not pilots. This seriously dilutes the quality of the 
question papers. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and 
the Joint Aviation Authorities ( JAA) have a system of ‘Question 
Bank’ containing thousands of questions set by examiners who 
are pilots and regularly updated. Examination papers are set with 
questions drawn from the bank.

Viva Voce. This examination is conducted by a panel of 
examiners. The written examination papers are online as they 
should be. Ideally there would be no human interference. How-
ever, the viva by a panel of examiners introduces an element of 
subjectivity. Also, with every examination, the composition of the 
panel changes, leading to different levels of knowledge expected 
of the candidates by different examiners. This makes the system 
totally unfair. In fact, viva voce should be done away with.

Procedure for Application. The procedure for submission 
of application by post and payment of fees by demand draft in 

vogue today, is completely outdated. In a digital environment, the 
candidate ought to be able to do both online.

Frequency of Examination. At present, pilot’s examina-
tions are held once every three months. The examinations should 
be held on a daily basis as an ongoing process at the designated 
DGCA examination centres. To amplify this, a candidate should 
be in a position to complete his application process and choose 
a date for the examination and go to an approved examination 
centre. He should be able to appear in the examination and on 
completion of the examination, get his result on the spot.

On passing, he moves on to the next stage. In case he fails 
he should be able to come back and reappear for the examina-
tion at the end of the specified “cooling period” which should not 
exceed a week. There should be no requirement for an examina-
tion hall full of a hundred or more candidates being supervised 
by half a dozen or so invigilators. All this leads to unfair practices. 
There are bound to be more than one examinee at any one time, 
appearing for the examination. The software can be suitably set 
so that every candidate gets a different paper. There would be no 
need for invigilators.

Submission of Papers and Issue of Licence. Examination 
results would necessarily be with the DGCA and the result of 
the medical examination also goes directly to the DGCA. There-
fore, other than the logbook and related flying documents, there 
should be no need to submit any other documents.

DOING AWAY WITH 
ARCHAIC RULES

The colonial philosophy embedded in the regulations has been inherited by the DGCA that 
is the sole authority with immense discretionary and overriding powers

Airline pilots after a flight
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Smart Card. The licence itself should be a ‘chip-embedded 
smart card’ so that data of written tests, route checks, refresh-
ers and medicals can be routinely updated by the company. Any 
inspector with a hand-held access machine can carry out a check. 

Validity of Licence. A pilot’s licence is his professional quali-
fication exactly the same as that of a doctor, engineer, lawyer or 
administrator. Under the present rules, in India, should a pilot take 
a sabbatical for, say five years or more, he ceases to be a pilot and 
has to start the revalidation process from a Student Pilot Licence 
all over again. Nowhere in the world does this happen. FAA licences 
are valid for life. Even in India, after a break, a doctor does not have 
to do his MBBS again, nor does an engineer have to do his BE again. 
A licence should be for life. Only its currency can expire which can 
be revalidated through refresher and simulator training.

medicAl exAminATions.  This issue needs to be covered 
under two separate headings, namely the need or otherwise for 
civil pilot medicals to be conducted under the overall supervision 
of the Indian Air Force (IAF) and fitness standards.

Medical Examination under IAF Supervision. The exist-
ing system requires medical examinations to be conducted 
under the umbrella of the IAF. It may have made sense earlier but 
today, the quality of medical expertise available outside the IAF 
is extremely high. For a normal pilot medical, there is no need for 
an aviation medicine specialist. Even in India, under existing con-
ditions, it is not required. Under conditions where a pilot needs 
clearance with the opinion of a specialist, there are highly qualified 
specialists in every single field of medicine available here outside 
the IAF. In every major city, the DGCA could constitute a panel of 
specialists whose opinion could be sought as and when required.

Medical Standards. India is a member of the International 
Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) and has to follow its guide-
lines for medical standards. However, member states are free 
to raise medical standards. Today, the medical standards set by 
DGCA for pilots are perhaps the strictest in the world. However, 
raising standards does not necessarily lead to having fitter pilots. 
If ICAO guidelines are met, the country will have pilots who are 
adequately fit. Civil aviation needs fit humans who can function 
as pilots, not astronauts. The standards set by DGCA are high to 
the point of being unrealistic.

Civil aviation pilots begin at 18 and continue to fly up to the age 
of 65. Throughout this period they must remain medically fit. Here 
are two examples of how unrealistic the standards could be. For a 
pilot to be in the normal weight category, from the age of 18 to 65, 
he is required to have a Body Mass Index (BMI) below 25. There 
is absolutely no allowance for increase in weight for 47 full years 
which is unrealistic. God help the pilot who exceeds BMI of 25 as 
the doctor conducting the examination can subject the individual 
to tests ranging from blood sugar to glucose tolerance to anything 
that he considers necessary. This decision cannot be questioned. 
However, if questioned, the number of tests may only increase.

The slightest deviation from the laid-down limits is enough 
to ground the pilot initially for three months and thereafter, in 
multiples of three months. The second example is of additional 
biochemical medical tests which start at age 35 with a frequency 
of once every five years to age 55 then every two years to age 59 
and then every year from 60 to 65. From age 60 to 65, the tests 
increase both in complexity and numbers. Most of these are 
investigative procedures normally prescribed after an individual 
displays symptoms. Here, they are required to be done as a matter 
of routine. Some of these procedures have their own attendant 

risks. The question to be asked is: “How do 
pilots cope with this illogical situation?” 

This leads to unfair practices, self-med-
ication and finally drives pilots abroad or 
out of flying. At present, there are over a 
dozen Indian pilots flying all over the world in leading airlines, 
who cannot pass medicals in India but can pass ICAO standard 
medicals anywhere in the world. As a result, there is a shortage 
of Indian pilots and the void is filled by expatriate pilots at fancy 
salaries. There is only one solution—follow ICAO standards.

redressAl Procedure. As it stands, the only redressal 
avenue open to a candidate with a complaint or grievance of any 
nature is to appeal to the DGCA, against whom he has a com-
plaint to begin with. The investigating body is the DGCA and the 
adjudicating body is also the DGCA; finally, the decision making 
body is also the DGCA. So effectively the judge, jury and execu-
tioner are all the same—the DGCA. This goes against the grain 
of natural justice. It perhaps was the accepted norm when these 
rules were framed by the British, as the white man’s supremacy 
had to be maintained. However, this does not hold good today. An 
independent body is needed to provide fair, effective and speedy 
redressal of grievances.

summAry of soluTions 
●	 The entire rule position of civil aviation needs to be 

redone. In short, a new Civil Aviation Act needs to be re-
enacted.

●	 Discretionary powers, which are solely responsible for 
leaving the door wide open for unfair and corrupt prac-
tices, must be done away with.

●	 The procedure for licensing examinations for pilots needs 
to be completely revamped.

●	 The procedure for submission and processing at DGCA 
has to be spelt out with a time frame of maximum num-
ber of days required. It must be a transparent process and 
available online.

●	 A new smart card licence that has all relevant data of the 
pilot uploaded by the company at the DGCA must be 
introduced.

●	 The validity of the pilot’s licence has to be for life and 
the procedure for revalidating currencies must be put in 
place.

●	 The medical examination of pilots must come out of the 
umbrella of the IAF.

●	 The medical standards to be maintained by pilots must 
be as spelt out by the ICAO. There is no need to have more 
stringent regulations than that.

●	 An independent body, not reporting to the DGCA but 
directly to the Ministry of Civil Aviation and the Ministry 
of Human Resource Development, must be put in place 
for effective and speedy redressal of grievances.

conclusion. While the aim of this article has been to high-
light the deficiencies and archaic procedures being followed, 
the scope of the paper has been to highlight what ails the pilots 
licensing domain. It has deliberately not touched upon any other 
aspects that need to be addressed separately. There is a huge 
task ahead which will have to be taken head on in as short a time 
frame as possible. The bottom line is change the archaic rules 
once and for all. sP
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EnginEs CFM LEAP

by R. ChandRakanth

I
n november thIs year, CFM International re-
ported exceptional performance of the LEAP (Leading Edge 
Aviation Propulsion) engine in ground and flight tests, on 
course to its certification on the Airbus A320neo and Comac 
C919 in 2015. A month earlier, the engine took to the skies 
for the first time on a modified 747 flying test-bed at GE Avi-
ation Flight Test Operations in Victorville, California, and 

had completed over 75 hours of flight testing. 
“This engine has performed well beyond our expectation,” said 

Jean-Paul Ebanga, President and CEO of CFM. “The results we are 
achieving across the board are outstanding and reinforce not only 
the technology choices we have made but also the overwhelming 
acceptance it has garnered from airlines around the world. We 
couldn’t be happier with where this programme is today.”

The LEAP incorporates technologies that CFM developed as 
part of the LEAP56 technology acquisition programme which 
CFM launched in 2005. The engine was officially launched as 
‘LEAP-X’ on July 13, 2008. It is intended to be a successor to 
the CFM56-5B and CFM56-7B. The LEAP’s basic architecture 
includes a scaled up version of Safran’s low pressure turbine 
used on the GEnX engine. The LEAP uses composite materials, 
a blisk fan in the compressor, a second-generation twin annual 
pre-swirl combustor and a bypass ratio around 10-11.1. These 
technological advances are projected to produce 16 per cent 
lower fuel consumption. 

CFM is currently executing the most extensive ground and 
flight test certification programme in its history. The total pro-
gramme which encompasses all three LEAP engine variants 

LEAP YEARS AHEAD
CFM estimates that the LEAP can save an airline as much as $1.6 million in fuel costs 

per plane per year
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EnginEs CFM LEAP

include 28 ground and CFM flight test engines, along with a total 
of 32 flight test engines for Airbus, Boeing and Comac. 

$1.6 mIllIon savIng In fuel costs per plane 
per year. The foundation of the LEAP engine is heavily 
rooted in advanced aerodynamics, environmental and materials 
technology development programmes. It will provide double-
digit improvements in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions com-
pared to today’s best CFM engine, along with dramatic reductions 
in engine noise and emissions. All this technology brings with it 
CFM’s legendary reliability and low maintenance costs. CFM esti-
mates that the LEAP can save an airline as much as $1.6 million 
in fuel costs per plane per year.

growIng orders. CFM has received more than $100 
billion in orders (US list price) from airlines like United, AirAsia, 
American Airlines and easyJet. They will use them on single-aisle 
aircraft, the fastest growing market in commercial aviation. A 
recent Boeing study projected that plane manufacturers will 
deliver more 23,000 single-aisle planes over the next 20 years. 
That’s almost 70 per cent of all commercial plane deliveries esti-
mated over the period.

LEAP engine is already the best-selling engine development 
in the history of civil aviation with over 7,800 orders and inten-
tions of orders received as of October 31, 2014.

CFM, which is co-owned by General Electric and Safran, is 
on track to win safety approval for the first two versions of the 
engine in 2015. The LEAP engine is one of two power plants 
whose development has galvanised the aerospace industry in 
recent years as their much-improved fuel efficiency triggered 
a huge jump in plane sales and pushed anticipated production 
rates to record levels.

The new engine’s core will feature eight-stage compressor and 
single-stage turbine. LEAP-X will incorporate three-dimensional, 
woven resin transfer moulding (3-DW RTM) technology that dra-
matically reduces engine weight while providing a more durable 
blade as well as titanium-aluminide (Ti-Aluminide) lightweight alloy. 
The 3-DW RTM technology is expected to reduce the engine weight 
by 400 pounds and the composite fan blade count by 25 per cent.

There are three versions of the jet engine: the LEAP-1A for 
the new Airbus 320neo passenger jets, the LEAP-1B for Boe-
ing’s 737MAX aircraft, and the LEAP-1C for China’s Comac C919 
planes. The CFM LEAP-1B will be the exclusive power-plant for 
the Boeing 737MAX family of single-aisle aircraft (737MAX-7, 
737MAX-8, 737MAX-9). This engine has been optimised to pro-
vide the 737MAX the best possible fuel efficiency while maintain-

ing the reliability and maintenance cost 
legacy of the CFM56 family.

testIng schedule contIn-
ues. “The LEAP engine certification 
programme is the most extensive development and certifica-
tion programme in our history,” said Chaker Chahrour, Execu-
tive Vice President of CFM. “The tests we are performing are 
designed to push the limits of this engine, in addition to certify-
ing it for commercial service.”

Paul Ebanga said that ‘greener engines’ is a subject which 
has been part of the conversation at CFM International since 
the inception of the company. From the very beginning design-
ing more environmentally responsible engines was part of the 
most important objectives of our company. This matter goes far 
beyond CFM or any other manufacturer individually. The envi-
ronmental challenge is not about market share, it is about what 
the future we leave our children and what contribution we are 
able to make towards achieving that goal.

Paul Ebanga said when the CFM56 was introduced early in 
the 1980s, “we were able to improve CO2 emissions by 25 per cent 
versus the previous generation of engines. Over the next 30 years 
of production, the CFM56 has been continuously improved and 
refined. It continues to define today the industry standard in 
terms of the lowest emission levels of an engine in the single-aisle 
market. With the CFM56 again, we have been at the forefront 
with Airbus to demonstrate the viability of the biofuel solution.”

envIronmental concerns. Paul Ebanga said that 
environmental concern is part of CFM’s DNA. “We have in the past 
and we will continue in the future to invest in technology to put 
more efficient and more eco-friendly products on the market. We 
can be even a little bit more granular in order to better understand 
what this means. Let us do simple math. In 2013, 705 million tonnes 
of CO2 were produced by all the aircraft flying in the world. That 
translates to roughly 27,200 tonnes of CO2 per aircraft and per year. 
If an aged aircraft is replaced with a brand-new one, powered by our 
advanced LEAP engine, we could achieve between 15 and 40 per 
cent reduction in fuel burn and CO2 emissions, depending on the 
age of the engines being replaced. If we take a 25 per cent improve-
ment as an average, it means, for each older aircraft replaced, we 
are going to eliminate around 6,800 tonnes of CO2 per year. That is 
the bottom line result of contribution of the engine industry.”

He further said: “From a broader industry perspective, we are 
very pleased by the current momentum around sustainable avia-
tion and are proud to be part of it. We are in full support of the 
initiative by the Air Transport Action Group (ATAG). The ATAG 
is a fully respected not-for-profit association that represents all 
the sectors of the air transport industry and which aims to coor-
dinate industry positions related to strategic environmental and 
infrastructure issues. From that perspective, we are committed to 
meeting our commitment to help fulfil the 2020 and 2050 objec-
tives for CO2 emissions reductions, as well as to share our exper-
tise in achieving results through global partnership.”

At the moment the aviation community is facing a a major 
challenge – that of reducing fuel consumption, primarily due to 
rising fuel prices and environmental concerns. In 2012, US com-
mercial ATF carriers burned 10.6 billion gallons of jet fuel costing 
$31.6 billion. The aviation industry, specifically, engine manufac-
turers are working on technologies to improve fuel efficiency and 
CFM is in the forefront of such technological development. SP

“regardIng envIronmental 
challenges, we are not talkIng. 
we are actIng. we are doIng. 
our focus Is on the future we 
wIll leave to our chIldren.”

—  Jean-paul ebanga, presIdent & 
ceo, cfm InternatIonal
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show report meba 2014

by R. ChandRakanth

T
he Middle easT has been ranked tenth 
in the top global market for luxury spending, ac-
cording to consultancy firm Bain & Co. The con-
sumption of luxury goods increased by 11 per cent 
in 2014, while Knight Frank has named Qatar, the 
UAE and Saudi Arabia as the top three countries in 
the new luxury opportunity index. This augurs well 

for the business aviation market which not only falls in the luxury 
segment, but also as a business tool in the Middle East which is 
becoming a major aviation hub on the East-West axis and busi-
ness aviation is contributing significantly to aviation growth. 
The hint of a soaring aviation industry surfaced yet again at the 
Middle East Business Aviation (MEBA) show which concluded on 
December 10 at the Dubai World Central.

The MEBA show this year has been the biggest and the most 
successful as new business deals were struck and there were 
strong leads. MEBA’s founding Chairman, Ali Al Naqbi, said: “It has 
been an incredible show. We have seen so many people exhibit-
ing and attending from all over the world this year. Exhibitors are 
delighted with the quality of visitors, all of whom come to do busi-

ness.” Highlights from MEBA’s perspective include the amount of 
time Sheikh Ahmed spent touring the show and speaking with our 
exhibitors, the ‘Business Aviation Around the World’ panel session 
and the enthusiasm shown by exhibitors to talk to the students 
who attended Futures day on the final day of the show.

MeBa Now MeBa show. “As MEBA Show goes from 
strength to strength, we are following a careful, measured growth 
plan, launching the first business aviation show in Morocco 
next year (MEBA Show Morocco) and re-naming the next show 
as ‘MEBA Show 2016’ to avoid confusion.” The show hosted 422 
exhibitors plus featured 44 aircraft on static display.

Ali Naqbi explained: “From 2016, the biennial show goes by 
the name MEBA Show. We have MEBA Show and MEBA the asso-
ciation and they have both become well-known brands. To reduce 
confusion, we are now branding everything the same: the organ-
isation, the shows, the conferences, the training programmes, 
everything.” The newly-named MEBA Show 2016 will take place 
from December 6 to 8 at the Dubai World Central, the aviation 
hub of the Middle East, featuring a new logo.

Business AviAtion  
Core to Middle eAst 

Growth

The Middle East is becoming a major aviation hub on the East-West axis and business 
aviation is contributing significantly to aviation growth
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Airbus exhibited an ACJ319, operated by MJet, at MeBA show 

BoeiNg BusiNess JeTs sTroNg PreseNce. Boe-
ing Business Jets (BBJ) chose MEBA to announce the appointment 
of its new global President, David Longridge, who will take the 
reins from BBJ stalwart, Captain Steve Taylor. Longridge moves 
from commercial sales, while Taylor is remaining with Boeing, as 
Chief Pilot for Boeing Commercial Airplanes. Around 35 per cent 
of BBJ’s fleet is used in the Middle East. Taylor pointed out the 
region has more wide-bodied aircraft than any other region (some 
55 per cent of its wide bodied craft are in the Middle East), making 

it the most important global market for BBJ 
in terms of dollar sales value.

BBJ also revealed an order from char-
ter operator Comlux for two BBJ Max 8s; 
the Swiss VIP company’s first BBJ order. 
Richard Gaona, President and CEO, Comlux, said the two aircraft 
“give customers the flexibility to fly farther and more comfortably 
thanks to the lower cabin altitude.”

eMBraer’s PheNoMeNal exPaNsioN. Embraer Exec-
utive Jets President and CEO, Marco Tulio Pellengrini, announced his 
company’s rise to power, with the phenomenal success of the Phe-
nom – there are 500 of these smaller private jets in operation glob-
ally. The company also announced delivery of its second Legacy 500 
aircraft to a Middle East customer in December 2014.

Embraer Executive Jets focused on bringing the Legacy 500 
and the smaller 450 to market. The first Embraer Legacy 500 for 
a Middle East customer is currently undergoing its customer 
acceptance process with the aim of the aircraft being delivered 
later in this month.

Currently Embraer has 33 Executive Jets operating in the region, 
comprising three Phenom 300s, 20 Legacy 600/650s and 10 Lineage 
1000/E-Jet Shuttle aircraft. The fleet is concentrated in Saudi Ara-
bia (two Phenoms, four Legacies and three E-Jet Shuttles) and the 
UAE (12 Legacies and five Lineages). Support is provided by autho-
rised service centres in Abu Dhabi (Falcon Aviation Services–Leg-
acy/Lineage) and Dubai (ExecuJet Phenom 300/Legacy/Lineage). 
On display were a Lineage 1000E, Legacy 650 and Phenom 300.

meba Show morocco in 2015

The organisers of Middle East Business Aviation (MEBA) show are 
moving beyond Dubai. They have announced the first ever MEBA 
Show Morocco which will be held at Casablanca’s Mohammed V 

International Airport on September 1-2, 2015, under the patronage of 
Abdelaziz Rabbah, the Moroccan Minister of Equipment and Transport. 
The show is expected to bring together business aviation professionals from 
across the African region.

Morocco has been identified as the most active business aviation 
market, accounting for 50 per cent of all North African aircraft 
movements, in a study by WINGX commissioned by the Middle East 
and North African Business Aviation Association.

“The event recognises the burgeoning aviation industry in Morocco and 
recent investments by OEM’s, particularly those in business aviation,” said 
Ali Al Naqbi, founding Chairman of MEBA. “Current trends predict business 
aircraft movements in the region could reach 22,750 by the end of this year, 
and we are pleased to be launching MEBA Morocco Show next year to allow 
exhibitors to access this growing market.” •
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royal JeT addiNg aircrafT. Royal Jet, one of the 
Middle East’s oldest private charter companies, confirmed a raft 
of new aircraft are joining its fleet, including two Bombardier 
Learjet 60 XRs and two Global 5000 business jets. Royal Jet also 
confirmed it is renewing its collaboration with Boeing; with plans 
to take delivery of two new Boeing business jets, modelled on 
the 737-700. The new purchases are part of a fleet upgrade and 
expansion programme that will see Royal Jet’s fleet increase to 20 
by 2020, at a cost of $700 million.

TexTroN showcases BeechcrafT aNd 
cessNa. Textron Aviation exhibited its Cessna Citation Sov-
ereign+ and Citation M2 for the first time in Dubai, representing 
the company’s continued investment in new products to serve 
operators in the region and throughout the world. In addition to 
the Citations, Textron Aviation also featured a Beechcraft Special 
Mission King Air 350ER and a King Air 250.

“Our Beechcraft, Cessna and Hawker brands have been and 
remain strong throughout the Middle East, particularly in the 
Gulf States,” said Bill Harris, Vice President, Sales. “The Citation 
Sovereign+ and Citation M2 are the latest in a string of newly 
certified Citations introduced in the past year that have garnered 
significant interest throughout the region.”

Textron Aviation companies support a fleet of approximately 
125 business jets in the Middle East and a similar number of tur-
boprops for business and special mission applications.

dassaulT aviaTioN’s falcoN faMily soars. Das-
sault Aviation announced the sale of a Falcon 5X ultra wide-body 
twin jet to Wallan Aviation, the prominent Middle East general 
aviation company. The 5,200 nm 5X will be delivered in 2018 and 
Wallan Aviation will operate the aircraft for the company’s own 
use with the option to charter. According to Wallan Aviation, Fal-
cons, including the new Falcon 5X and 8X, are well-suited to the 
needs of the region, offering long range, spacious and comfortable 
cabins with low cabin pressure, and large luggage storage capac-
ity. Wallan Aviation has already experienced and operated a Fal-
con 900EX EASy and a Falcon 900LX.

The Middle East region accounts for 20 per cent of world-
wide sales for the Falcon 5X, which was introduced in 2013. With 
a range of 5,200 nm, it can fly passengers non-stop from Dubai 
to Cape Town or from Riyadh to Tokyo. The 5X is on track for a 
first flight in the second quarter of 2015 and is expected to begin 
entering Middle East inventories in the second half of 2017.

Gilles Gautier, Vice President Falcon Sales for Dassault Avia-
tion, said: “We are delighted to announce this Falcon 5X sale to 
Wallan Aviation, which is a well-established and highly respected 
general aviation company in the Middle East and with whom we 
have built a close working relationship. The 5X has been very 
strongly received in the regional market, where we continue to 
invest and expand our infrastructure and support team. Falcons 
are increasingly proving themselves with operators in the region 
and this helps develop experience and build confidence in the 

on display: (Clockwise top left) embraer Legacy 500; Falcon 5X; Gulfstream 450 & 550 and Beechcraft King Air 350er
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Falcon range, which also has attractive emissions and environ-
mental credentials.” There are around 65 Falcon business jets 
already operating in the region. “Falcons are well-suited to the 
demands of our Middle East customers, offering long range and 
large, roomy cabins which are ideal for work or rest,” added Gilles 
Gautier. “Falcons burn 20 to 40 per cent less fuel and offer up to 50 
per cent lower operating costs than many aircraft in their class.”

gulfsTreaM Bullish. Gulfstream had three aircraft on 
display – the G450, G550 and the G650ER and Qatar Executive’s 
keen interest in its products has boosted the Savannah-based air-
craft company. Qatar Executive in October had placed an order 
for up to 20 Gulfstream aircraft.  Gulfstream Senior Vice President 
(worldwide sales and marketing) Scott Neal said: “For some people 
here the extra 500 nm [926 km] range that the ER variant offers is 
very important. It is garnering ‘significant interest’ in its latest large-
cabin duo—the G500 and G600. These latest models have filled the 
gaps in our product line which spans the 3,600 nm [midsize] G280 
to the 7,500 nm G650ER. This move-up market is very important.”

BizJet International Sales & Support signed a supplier agree-
ment for engine maintenance services with Gulfstream. The 
three-year agreement will provide Gulfstream with options for 
quality engine maintenance and customer support for the Gulf-
stream GII, GIII, GIV, G350 and G450 aircraft worldwide.

QaTar execuTive exPaNdiNg fleeT. Qatar Executive 
displayed its brand-new Bombardier Global 5000 Vision private 
jet. Executive Vice President of Qatar Executive, David Edwards, 
said: “Qatar Executive continues to go from strength to strength 
and MEBA is a great opportunity for us to showcase our rapidly 
expanding fleet and demonstrate our industry leading offerings 
to partners and customers alike.” Qatar Executive showcased its 
growing business aviation service portfolio and raise interest for 
its new General Aviation Terminal (FBO), which is currently being 
constructed at the new Hamad International Airport and is set to 
open in the first half of 2015.

airBus highlighTs class. Airbus’ modern corporate 
jet family displayed the ACJ319 operated by MJet, which features 

several different lounge-areas at the front, capitalising on the 
greater space that every Airbus corporate jet delivers plus a bed-
room with en-suite bathroom and shower at the rear.

hoNeywell feaTures world’s firsT 3d 
 cockPiT. Honeywell Aerospace featured the world’s first 3D 
cockpit and cabin visualisation suite in an immersive environment. 
Spokesman Chris Martin said: “We wanted to showcase our prod-
ucts in as interesting ways as possible and try to present our com-
ponents – that the public don’t necessarily see – in new, compel-
ling ways.” Martin revealed that Honeywell Aerospace had secured 
three deals at the show. Construction and facilities management 
giant Saudi Oger has signed with Honeywell Aerospace as its first 
Boeing Business Jet avionics maintenance plan customer in the 
Middle East. Another deal, with “an undisclosed Middle East-based 
Boeing Business Jet operator” is for the Auxiliary Power Unit Main-
tenance Plan (AMP) which is an aftermarket warranty programme 
for Boeing Business Jets, all of which come with Honeywell’s 131-9B 
auxiliary power unit (APU) as standard on Boeing 737NG aircraft. 
Honeywell’s third deal was with US-based aircraft modification 
centre, GDC Technics, to bring its JetWave satellite communica-
tions system to in-service Boeing and Airbus airplanes.

cae PlaNs for Middle easT. CAE, the global train-
ing provider, announced the expansion of its training network in 
the Middle East. The company plans to deploy full-flight simu-
lators and training programmes for a range of aircraft including 
training for the Boeing 747-8 and 787 and Dassault’s Falcon 5X; 
alongside full-flight simulators for Bombadier, Gulfstream, Bell 
and Sikorsky, starting in the next 18 months. CAE is set to deploy 
a Bombardier Global Vision full-flight simulator at the Emirates-
CAE Flight Training Centre in early 2015, adding to its existing 
network of 16 Level D FFSs across the region.

It was not all corporate business. MEBAA donated $25,000 to 
Fly & Feed, the recent initiative between World Food Programme 
and MEBAA, kicking off an annual pledge from MEBAA members 
to support the vital humanitarian work. The initiative enables 
MEBAA operator members to donate $20 to the United Nations’ 
World Food Programme for every flight. SP

Qatar executive’s  
brand-new Bombardier 
Global 5000 Vision
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If there Is anyone who can be rightfully given the hon-
our of being called the ‘Father of Indian Civil Aviation’ it is the 
legendary J.R.D. Tata. The house of the Tatas have a long history 
of association with civil aviation in India. It was in the year 1915 

that Tata Sons Ltd started an airmail service between Karachi 
and Madras. In February 1929, J.R.D. Tata became the first Indian 
national to be awarded a civil pilot licence by the Federation Aero-
nautique International on behalf of the Aero Club of India and 
Burma. In the same year, J.R.D. Tata along with Man Mohan Singh 
and Aspy Merchant participated is a solo air race between Lon-
don and Bombay. Thereafter, in 1932, J.R.D. Tata established Tata 
Airlines and he himself piloted its inaugural flight. In 1946, Tata 
Airlines was renamed as ‘Air India’ . 

In 1948 Air India signed an 
agreement with the Government 
of India to operate international 
services under the name ‘Air India 
International Ltd.’ On June 8 the 
same year, Air India International 
inaugurated its international ser-
vices with a weekly flight connect-
ing Bombay with London via Cairo 
and Geneva. Air India International 
was subsequently nationalised in 
1953. At this time, Air India Interna-
tional was operating flights between 
Bombay and London as well as 
between Bombay and Nairobi. 
In 1953, the Indian Government 
appointed J.R.D. Tata as Chairman 
of Air India International as well as 
a Director on the Board of the domestic carrier Indian Airlines, a 
position he retained for 25 years.

Having lost control of Air India post-nationalisation, attempts 
by the Tatas to re-enter civil aviation was blocked for a variety of 
reasons. The passage of the Air Corporations Act, 1953, provided the 
government monopoly rights over the Indian airline industry leav-
ing no possibility for private players such as the Tatas to re-enter 
this sector. In 1994, in the wake of economic liberalisation initiated 
by the then Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao, the government 
repealed the Air Corporations Act of 1953 and replaced it with the 
Air Corporations Act, 1994, ending monopoly status of the govern-
ment in the airline industry. As a result, in 1995, a number of private 
operators ventured into the airline industry and these included Jet 
Airways Sahara, NEPC Airlines, East West Airlines, ModiLuft Air-
lines, Jagsons Airlines, Continental Aviation and Damania Airways.

In 1995, the Tatas joined hands with the Singapore Interna-
tional Airlines (SIA) and applied for sanction to start an airline. 
However, the then Minister of Civil Aviation Gulam Nabi Azad, 
refused to clear any new proposals as he was already facing flak 
for having accorded sanction for a large number of new players. 
However, at the end of 1996, under the Deve Gowda’s United Front 
Government, the Tata-SIA proposal was cleared by the Foreign 
Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) but was again blocked by the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation headed by C.M. Ibrahim. Apparently, Ibra-
him was opposed to foreign investments of any kind for supposedly 
patriotic reasons but there were allegations of pressure from some 
of the existing carriers. In any case, the aviation policy debarred for-

eign carriers or airport companies 
from investing into Indian carriers. 
Indian carriers such as Jet Airways 
were given six months to divest the 
equity. Naresh Goyal bought back 
the 40 per cent stake held by Gulf 
Air and Kuwait Air in Jet Airways 
making it the largest full service air-
line in the country. Effort by Tata-
SIA to establish a full service carrier 
in India unfortunately ran aground.

Subsequently, in the beginning 
of the last decade, the Tata-SIA had 
evinced interest in picking up a 40 
per cent stake in Air India should 
the BJP Government that was in 
power then, moved to privatise the 
national carrier. However, in 2001, 
on account of ‘political opposition’ a 

reason cited by SIA, the foreign carrier opted to back out from the 
proposal and put paid to the aspirations of the house of Tatas to 
re-establish their position in the Indian airline industry. With for-
eign direct investment up to 49 per cent by foreign carriers being 
sanctioned by the Government in 2013, the Tatas now had a fresh 
opportunity to make a decisive entry into the Indian airline indus-
try, which they did. The first was the launch of the low-cost airline 
AirAsia India though joint venture with the Malaysian carrier AirA-
sia Berhad. This was followed by the long-awaited Tata-SIA venture, 
now called Vistara that has successfully negotiated all the proce-
dural hurdles and is now set to launch on January 9 of the New Year. 

Finally, after years of efforts by Tata-SIA, the launch of Vistara 
will be a dream come true indeed!  SP

— B.K. Pandey

VISTARA — 
A DREAM COME TRUE!

Tata-SIA has successfully negotiated all the procedural hurdles and is now set to 
launch on January 9 of the New Year
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Prepare for departures 
from the norm.
With our E-Jets E2 program well under way, it is time for a look inside, where 
well-conceived design for a new generation allows passengers to enjoy their 
own personal territory. This “space within a space” is achieved through clear 
delineation, advanced ergonomic engineering, and meticulous attention to detail 
throughout the sumptuous cabin. All to ensure each seat – and every crew station 
– is a great destination in itself. Leaving normal expectations far behind.
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